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Co-Editor’s Note

Priorities

       A recent unfortunate event provides a rare opportunity to reflect upon several

themes I’ve addressed in this space before, all in one column.

       Let’s begin with what we know, at least to the extent that anyone who was not

actually present can know anything about an incident that has received this much

shrill publicity. On May 28, 2016, a three-year-old boy visiting the Cincinnati Zoo

with his parents managed to breach a barrier and drop into an enclosure housing

a 450-pound male lowland gorilla. Ten minutes later, zoo officials shot and killed

the animal. The incident immediately received extensive media coverage, and soon

multiple on-line petitions were calling for charges to be filed against both the zoo

and the child’s parents. Those petitions quickly acquired a half-million supporters.

       Confusion followed. Bystanders variously described the gorilla’s behavior as

everything from protective to aggressive and threatening. Criticism of the parents

included death threats and irrelevant references to criminal behavior by the child’s

father in the distant past.

       Let’s look at the parents first. With what exactly were they to be charged?

Taking a kid to the zoo on a summer day? I have to agree with the observation by

local prosecutor Joseph Deters when he declined to pursue the matter: “If anyone

doesn’t believe a three-year-old can scamper off very quickly, they haven’t had chil-

dren.” Were critics suggesting leash laws for children? (Answer: Yes, actually. They

were.) As events unfolded, the parents acted more honorably than their critics, first

by announcing that they would not sue anyone and then by directing the donations

they received as a result of the affair to the zoo.

       Inevitably, the zoo received its share of criticism. As of this writing, there is no

evidence the facility violated accepted standards for keeping visitors and animals

out of each others’ way, although that issue remains under review. Predictably,

however, the harshest criticism focused on the decision to kill the gorilla.

       After watching the videos myself, I’m declining to speculate on the gorilla’s

intentions. Protective? Aggressive? I just don’t know, and neither does anyone else.

But the video clearly does show a powerful, agitated animal dragging a small child

rapidly through water deep enough to drown the kid and roughly enough to kill it

in an instant, intentionally or not. The immediate danger to the toddler is undeni-

able. Sorry, but had the child been my own and I’d been holding the rifle, I would

have done what zoo staff did. That decision would have left me saddened, but not

as saddened as the possible alternative. Not even close.

       Conclusions? Sure. The lowland gorilla is an endangered species, but its future

will not be decided by the fate of one captive animal. Zoos have benefits and draw-

backs, but conclusions about these issues should not hinge on any one isolated inci-

dent. It is not possible to protect all children from all possible dangers at all times.

Most strikingly, a remarkable number of people care more about the welfare of ani-

mals than the welfare of children. Readers of this magazine may not understand

those priorities, but we will have to deal with them.

E. Donnall Thomas Jr

Corrections

The link to the Ande Vail video in the last issue was incorrect. The correct link

should have been: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_s6bpAw19SY
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Dear Mr. Conrads,

       I want to thank you for your kind words about my book

Caribou and the Barren-lands in the panel at the end of my

recent story in the Aug/Sep 2016 issue of TBM.

       I am sure that every author hopes that something he

has produced will have an effect on someone, somewhere. To

think that my book (though probably the photographs more

than the words) sparked, in someone of your stature, a

dream of adventure in the north, is very gratifying.

       In my old age I have switched pretty much from hunting

with a rifle to bowhunting. So I hope to produce a few more

stories for your fine magazine before I get too frail to wander

into the mountains with a heavy pack.

George Calef

Whitehorse, YT, Canada

Dear TBM,

       I am somewhat left eye dominant but I shoot my bows

right handed. I met a gunsmith last week who suggested I

close my left eye when shooting the bow. I did, and, aside

from the issue with depth perception that closing an eye

causes, it seems to have tightened up my groups, assuming

all else is equal. I was wondering what Fred would say about

this and potentially Donnall Thomas as he also has provided

some great shooting tips, in particular the article about

bending at the waist when shooting down at game. That lit-

tle tip was worth gold.

Bruce Jackson

Vashon Island, WA

Dear Bruce,

       The right eye, left eye dominance thing is a very common

situation, although most who run into it are not pleased

about it, and many decide to just ignore it. I always advise

matching the hand and the eye...switching to shooting left

handed if you discover a dominant left eye, and vice-verse

with the right. I don’t think I have ever had a shooting class

in 30 years that someone (or more) hasn’t had the situa-

tion...and, although I’m sure I haven’t had the opportunity to

follow up on all of them, I’m not aware of a single person who

has not said it was the best thing they ever did, and that once

they got past the clumsiness of handling the arrow with an

odd hand, that everything now seemed exactly right, and that

suddenly all they heard about instinctive shooting falls into

place. No one wants to go looking for a different bow...and

you need to try to find a cheap, lightweight one. Right

now...before you even get started looking for a bow, begin

pulling your bow with the other hand...right now. Work at

Letters to the Editor

http://www.rosecityarchery.com
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getting it to full draw. I wouldn’t even put an arrow on the

string. Think about who you know who shoots left-handed

and ask them about something lightweight. Do lots of shoot-

ing up very close...nothing over 10-15 yards until it begins to

feel right (correct). Good luck and keep me posted on your

progress.

G. Fred Asbell

Dear Bruce,

       Cross-eye dominance can be a frustrating problem, and

it’s more common than most people realize. In the wing-

shooting world, with which I am quite familiar, the conven-

tional advice is to follow the eye and not the hand—in other

words, a right-handed, left eye dominant shooter should sim-

ply learn to shoot left handed. That’s easier with a shotgun

than a bow, but it can still be done and I know a number of

people who have done so successfully.

       I would advise against closing one eye if you shoot

instinctively (no reference point on the arrow), because that

will cost you your depth perception and require you to master

some sort of point of aim shooting method.

       The young son of a friend who grew up bowhunting with

his father and me had your problem (left eye, right hand

dominant), which he solved by shooting right-handed but

turning his head at full draw so that his anchor was below

his left eye rather than his right. He has grown up to become

an excellent shot and highly successful bowhunter.

       Good luck with whatever solution works best for you.

Don Thomas

Dear TBM,

       Please relate my thanks to Wayne van Zwoll on his piece

on Howard Hill in the Jun/Jul 2016 issue. The article

approached the difficult task of making current reader expo-

sure to Hill’s legacy. It also framed the contrast of  issues,

products, and  innovative archery practice styles that  this

magazine’s path weaves with each issue while dealing with

today’s forces of commerce and society. Balancing reader-

ship opines with over redundancy is a serious act to accom-

plish.

       Wayne’s article also marks the near limit of time that

those still living, crossed paths with Hill’s influences in his

own time. He was more than THE maestro of the bow  for

many years. He perfected his choice of arrow handling meth-

ods that were based on self-disciplined practice rather than

some added shooting aid. His discipline depended on human

body processes for  results that have since been shown are

critical to many athletic fields. This was especially true with

his use of synapse grooving and visual  synchronization of

http://www.bcyfibers.com
http://www.grizzlybroadheads.com
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eye, hand, time and space. Not in some ephemeral sense

related to mystic ‘instinctive’ concepts but by putting the

real building blocks in place for measured dependable suc-

cess. One shot literally measured compensation for the next.

Most people just see his equipment, but Hill was about much

more than  this. Hill was about how you used his  choices.

John Shultz perhaps best laid Hill’s technique out in his

videos; maybe even better than Hill was able to explain in

his own writing, although both are worth a careful  study.

There was the ‘Hill Way’ and then there was everyone else’s.

How much time do you want to waste?

       Mr. Hill’s influences will benefit generations to come,

should they embrace his choices enough to learn the path of

his choices.

Fred W. Gates

Via the Internet

Dear TBM,

       I thoroughly enjoyed the Aug/Sep 2016 issue of the mag-

azine, especially the piece on Robin Conrads. I have con-

versed with her many times over the years, via email and

phone, and found her always to be friendly and helpful.

Considering that she has to deal with the public, like me, on

a daily basis and that her husband always seems to be gone

when I talk to her, I think Robin’s upbeat attitude borders on

sainthood. I can also empathize with her webmother chal-

lenges since I, too, learned almost all of my software writing

skills by using brute force and Google.

       I am looking forward to learning more about the future

of TBM that T.J. keeps hinting about on Facebook. Keep up

the good work, guys, and I hope to see you both again soon.

Darren Haverstick

Fair Grove, MO

Dear TBM,

       I have been a traditional archer for over fifty years, and

a traditional bowhunter for over forty years. Years ago, I met

T.J. Conrads at the Cloverdale shoot. He was selling sub-

scriptions to a new, and much-needed, magazine devoted to

those who love hunting with traditional equipment, the way

bowhunting had been practiced for years. I have been sub-

scriber since that first issue.

       Over the years, TBM has provided many benefits, such

as great articles, hunting tips, shooting tips, fellowship with

other archers, and much, much more. One of the most impor-

tant benefits has been the network of supply sources. Many

of the advertisers in TBM have not only supplied products,

but have also become personal friends of mine. This

bowhunting community is the strongest in archery, and is

http://www.selwayarcheryproducts.com
http://www.selwayarchery.com
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greatly appreciated.

       One major concern I have, though, is a growing lack of

honesty, ethics, and good business sense. I currently have

paid some of your advertisers for orders that I have not

received for weeks, and at times several months. This has

happened with more than one advertiser. I have also

requested information from several of them, and never

received an answer, by mail or phone call. Another issue is

that many advertisers do not include a phone number or

physical address, only a web site and/or e-mail address. For

many of us who do not have a computer, use the Internet, or

have an e-mail address, those ads fall on deaf ears.

       Maybe it’s time that every traditional archery business

review Fred Bear’s rules for business: the customer is not an

inconvenience, but rather the very reason they are in busi-

ness. All of us in this wonderful pastime need to practice

honesty, ethics, and integrity, no matter who we are. This is

too good of a community to do otherwise.

Carl Veenstra

Ellsworth, MI

Dear Carl,

       Although we here at TBM are not a policing entity, we

are very concerned about both consumer and business rela-

tionships. In over twenty-seven years, we have experienced

very few complaints between readers and advertisers, and all

of them have been worked out to the benefit of both parties. If

you do experience unethical practices from one of our adver-

tisers, it would be appreciated if you would contact us in

writing and include copies of receipts, as we are always will-

ing to mediate between both our readers, and our advertisers;

all of you are important to us here at TBM.

       As for the lack of a phone number and physical address,

you are correct; our latest survey revealed that over 30% of

our readership do not have a computer, e-mail address, or

use the Internet. That’s almost a third of our readership who

cannot get in touch with, or order from, those

advertisers...something for all of us to think about.—T.J.

Dear TBM,

       I enjoyed the article

“Crafting a Birch Bark

Moose Call” by Krista

Holbrook in your Aug/Sep

2016 issue. The article

brought back memories of

my trip down Moose John

with Jay Massey in 1990.

Traditional Bowhunter

Magazine did an article of

that trip back in 1991. I

was Jay’s first hunter as a

professional guide.

       I thought you might enjoy a few photos of that trip down

the Moose John River with Jay. He made and signed a birch

bark moose call for me during the trip and is seen below sit-

ting at a stand holding the call. The picture above shows the

call as it looks now, twenty-six years later, hanging with the

scapula of the moose I killed and the gloves I wore during

the trip.

Al Taylor

Rockford, MI

http://www.northernmistlongbows.com
http://www.bowskin.com
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TT
iptoeing through the stubble

corn field, my longbow at the

ready, I scrutinized the taller

tufts of yellow for any dark irregular

shapes. Already that morning I had

been startled by two unobserved pheas-

ants exploding at my feet. Both birds

got away. I was not about to let that

happen again.

    Suddenly I noticed a small dusky

form about seventy yards away. Its

movement tipped me off to its presence.

I began my approach, stealthy as a pro-

tein-deprived leopard. After reaching a

distance of twenty-five yards, I ascer-

tained that this creature was no pheas-

ant. I was absolutely positive. Just as I

was about to move on, it burst into

flight and flapped its wings desperately

to escape my broadhead. But my reac-

tion was just too fast this time. One for

the bag!

    Bowhunting birds on the wing with-

out the aid of a good dog is not a leisure-

ly pursuit. This activity involves some

pretty intense moments. You will be

flustered. After all, you are doing every-

thing—acting as pointer, shooter and

retriever. That’s a lot of responsibility.

As far as I’m concerned, the greatest

advantage to using a dog is that you

will be given a heads-up that a bird is

present, allowing you time to prepare

yourself both physically and mentally

for the shot. Chasing pheasants with a

pooch is far less nerve-wracking.

    Some birdmen are of the opinion

that it is pure folly to hunt pheasants

without a dog. Outdoor writer of the

1950s and ‘60s, Dan Holland, wrote: “A

dog is necessary under most pheasant

hunting conditions to locate the bird,

track him down and put him up. He is

necessary under all pheasant hunting

conditions to retrieve downed birds.”

While I grant that a dog makes pheas-

ant hunting easier and more enjoyable

for many outdoorsmen, pursuing these

birds without a canine is still quite pos-

sible and lots of fun.

    I would never deign to argue the

advantages of going afield without a

dog, because in fact there are none.

Taking your favorite Springer along is

always the better option. But there are

lots of us bowmen who do not own a

topflight pointer or retriever, and so

we’re left with just a few alternatives.

We can borrow a dog, hunt with a buddy

who has a dog, or take our chances

without the help of man’s best friend. I

don’t know about you, but I am going

hunting no matter what. And the major-

ity of the time, I’m on my own.

    Here in Colorado, my stomping

grounds, pheasant season runs later

than in some other states. October
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hunting is not an option. Mid-

November through the end of January

is my time to chase these colorful and

exotic-looking birds. And that means

heavy cover, for the most part. Earlier

in the year you can find roosters loafing

in short grass, but I spend much of my

time tramping through cattail sloughs

and other waist high cover, hoping

against the odds that a bird will flush

and give me a shot. The fact is pheas-

ants are apt to hold very tight, like cot-

tontail rabbits, unless you nearly step

on them. And as spectacular as they

are, they blend in well with almost any

vegetation. It can be relatively easy to

spot them in a stubble cornfield, howev-

er, and that is one of my favorite locales

to pursue them. But even in the best

terrain there is no guarantee.

    On a recent hunt near the Kansas

border, I spent six frustrating hours

traipsing through scrawny strips of

corn stumps in search of roosters. I had

hunted this eastern Colorado farm

many times in the past, and I had expe-

rienced regular success. But after six

hours of not seeing anything, I was

about to throw in the towel. It just was-

n’t my day. Walking back to my truck,

having un-nocked my arrow and

secured it in my quiver, I suddenly

noticed movement a few rows over. It

was the head of a ring-neck bobbing

above the stubble. I crouched low and

sprinted to shorten the distance. While

running, I had tried to keep tabs on the

bird, but by the time I closed to within

thirty yards, he had disappeared.

Inspecting every inch of the surround-

ing cover, I simply could not figure out

where he had gone. Feeling whipped, I

headed again for my truck. As I got clos-

er to my vehicle, I saw a rooster (the

same one?) appear suddenly and begin

walking away from me. He exited the

cornfield and strutted into some knee-

high weeds. As far as I can tell, pheas-

ants have eyes on the backs of their

heads, but apparently this one did not,

because I was able to slip up on him. At

twenty yards, he still had not flushed,

so I kept stalking him until I was a

mere ten yards away. Abruptly he

turned his head, spun his plump body

around 180 degrees, and transformed

into a dazzling eruption of wings. His

voice was loud, sharp and clear. The

noise was deafening. I came unglued. I

am not ashamed to admit it. Somehow,

and I cannot explain the mechanics of it

all, I was able to draw back my bow,

release the arrow, and hit my target in

the blink of an eye.
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Without the help of a good bird dog, even two pheasants in your daily bag

will make you smile.

http://www.rmsgear.com


    Six and a half hours to bag one bird?

You may see that as a waste of time.

And during those fruitless hours, trudg-

ing over bumpy corn stubs, I would

have agreed with that assessment. But

now, holding a single rooster in one

hand and my longbow in the other, I

was elated.

    As far as pheasant gear is concerned,

I have a few preferences. Blunt-tipped

arrows are my choice for smaller

upland game like quail and chukar, but

I like broadheads for pheasants. Good

Flu-Flu arrows are a must. Any bow

that you shoot with pinpoint accuracy is

adequate for pheasants. Poundage is

irrelevant.

    Your attire is a matter of personal

preference, but I probably wouldn’t

wear fluorescent pink. Drab colors are

best. Head to toe camouflage is not nec-

essary. A blaze orange cap or vest is a

good idea in heavily hunted areas.

Because of the amount of walking that

goes into the average pheasant hunt,

you must don comfortable footwear.

    Practice on moving targets is essen-

tial. Plastic milk jugs tossed into the air

work great, and plenty of guys use

these, but I prefer to shoot at my son’s

old Nerf softball. It’s smaller and forces

me to focus more precisely. Regardless

of your choice of targets, you must

become adept at visually tracking a

moving object and calculating how

much of a lead to establish. Hunting

without a dog, you typically will be

somewhat closer when the birds flush,

so that can help with accuracy. But a

pheasant flapping its wings frantically,

accompanied by its alarmingly loud

cackle, can be extremely unnerving at

such short range.

    The goal, of course, is an instantly

lethal hit, but bad things do happen. If

your shot is off, be mindful that a poorly

hit bird can cover a lot of ground before

expiring. Always dedicate yourself to a

thorough follow-up. Since you cannot

rely on the acute senses of a retriever,

you must take the proper steps to recov-

er wounded game.

    First of all, after the hit keep your

eyes on the bird. If he flies a fair dis-

tance before going down, find a solid

landmark where you last saw him.

Then, by examining your arrow and the

location of the hit, determine where

your arrow impacted the bird. Look for

blood and feathers when following a

wounded pheasant. Be diligent, because

finding a poorly hit bird will test your

patience and ethical standards. You owe

it to your quarry to do proper follow-up.

Upland birds are tough. Pheasants can

take a punch. If not downed immediate-

ly, these birds have surprised me at just

how far they can travel before succumb-

ing to their wounds.

    You can hunt ring-necks any time of

day. They’re nearly always active,

depending on weather conditions. Being

ground dwellers, pheasants are not fond

of deep snow, so avoid hunting during

blizzards and immediately afterwards.

A dusting will not deter their activity.

As long as they can access feed, they

will be present. But long periods of

accumulated snow will force the birds

to relocate. They may only go a quarter

mile or so, but they will not remain in

snow-covered areas.

    If you decide to bowhunt pheasants

without a dog, be ready for some excit-

ing surprises. There is no doubt that

you will get flustered at times. Just do

your best to maintain your composure

at the sudden appearance of that flurry

of wings exploding at your feet. And

above all, be prepared to have the time

of your life.

    The author is a freelance writer liv-

ing with his two children, Victor and

Adele, in Simla, CO. His latest book,

Traditional Archery Adventures in The

Modern World, is available on Amazon.
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A couple of my favorite pheasant

heads.

It took me six and a half hours to

bag this rooster, but I was thrilled.

Equipment Notes

For pheasants, I use a Stalker Coyote

longbow, Carbon Express flu-flu

arrows, Magnus broadheads, and,

most importantly, comfortable boots.

You will log some miles.
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WW
here could she have

gone?” I asked my

friend. We both agreed

that what we were seeing didn’t make

any sense. The deer should be right

around here. What had happened? A

deer can’t just disappear. Lost—but

could we still find her?

    I don’t know about you, but I certain-

ly don’t like the feeling I get when I lose

something. My heart sinks, and search-

ing for the lost item makes me frustrat-

ed. How could I lose something I just

had? It’s really disheartening when I

finally call off the search and admit I

probably will never find the item I lost.

    This hunt was similar to other early

season deer hunts. I fought the constant

urge to swat the numerous mosquitoes

swarming around any exposed skin. I

remember thinking, “Just you wait—a

real frost is coming, and you bugs will

all be dead.” Keeping still with the con-

stant buzz of biting insects around your

head is a feat some would say only a

diehard would consider. A friend and I

had slipped out after work to hunt deer,

glad to be back in the woods after the

long off-season regardless of the blood-

suckers attacking us. 

    Our stands were located seventy-five

yards apart along the edge of a creek

bottom deer used as a bedding area dur-

ing the day. They travel out of the bot-

tom into agricultural fields in the

evenings. My friend and I could see each

other and anticipated being able to

watch one another if one of us got a shot.

    The deer in the early season often

work their way toward the fields at

dusk. Not long after climbing into my

stand, I could see a doe browsing

toward me. I positioned my feet on the

stand so I could shoot her as she went

by less than ten yards away.

     I was shooting a bamboo-backed

pecan wood bow I had made that sum-

mer. I left the bamboo its natural honey

color while I stained the pecan wood a

dark chocolate brown, which has the

same color as a bull moose in the spring.

After wrapping the handle with moose

leather the obvious name for the bow was

“Moose.” I glued it up with two inches of

reflex. After shooting it awhile it ended
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The author’s arrow right where the deer was standing when hit.

Primitive BowhunterBy Robb Sager



up being almost straight, making it quick

to point and shoot where I looked. So as I

shot the doe, I saw the cedar arrow hit

her in what looked like the heart.

    She sped away in a semicircle toward

my friend’s stand and disappeared

halfway between us. I was certain he

could see her and was positive she

would be lying not far from where I last

saw her.

    My friend walked toward me an hour

or so later. I hadn’t seen him shoot, so I

climbed down, certain that he was

walking toward my doe. I met him

where I had last seen the deer and we

discussed what had happened. He had

seen me shoot and watched as the deer

ran but he had also lost sight of her

halfway between us. We decided to start

at the beginning and determine what

had happened.

    We found part of my arrow where the

deer had been standing when I shot.

The blood on it was bright red and con-

tained bubbles. Certain of a good hit, we

easily followed the trail to the point we

had met and then lost it. The grass

along the trail was waist high, and the

blood showed up on it very well.

Backtracking a few yards, we once

again followed the trail to this point but

we were unable to find any more blood

beyond. The blood trail seemed to end,

leaving us scratching our heads and

wondering what had happened.

    Discussing our next move, we decid-

ed to fan out looking for blood. As we

worked back and forth searching for

any sign of the doe, I experienced the

familiar feelings I feel whenever I lose

something. The deer had been right

here, and now there was no sign of her.

If I believed in aliens, I would have

blamed them for taking my doe.

Daylight was fading as we reconvened

back at the last blood. We took our

packs off, got out our flashlights, and

used them to search farther along the

apparent flight of the doe.

     Sweat was pouring off my face as I

shed my light jacket. I realized that we

must find the deer tonight. The weather

was too warm for the meat to be good by

morning. Determined to find her, we

crossed back and forth through the brush

and trees along the creek bottom. Not

finding anything we once again headed

back to the last blood, determined to start
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While searching for his lost phone, the author found this rub.

http://www.greatplainsbow.com


over and try one more time.

    We took a break, got a drink, and

were just getting ready to resume our

search when I looked at the ground just

off the trail. Parting the waist high

grass revealed a hole completely con-

cealed there. Shining my light down the

hole, I saw my doe lying a couple of feet

below ground level. I had found her at

last! With help from my friend, I lifted

her out of the hole. We determined that

flowing water had made the hole when

the creek had flooded and overflowed its

banks.

    Relieved, we took a couple of quick

photos. I reached for my cell phone to

call my wife and tell her we were on the

way home, but the case usually on my

belt was not there! “Oh, no!” I told my

friend “I lost my cell phone! I must have

pulled it off my belt while going through

the brush looking for the doe.” Once

again we went into search mode. We

looked for another half hour before I

called it off and decided to return the

next morning to look in the daylight.

    “Just call your phone,” my wife

Andrea suggested when I finally made

it home.

    “I would, but it was turned off,” I

stated. “I always turn off my phone

when I’m hunting.” I looked for a couple

of hours the next day without finding

the lost phone. I was glad to have found

the doe at the end of the weirdest blood

trail I have ever followed. I sure don’t

like the feelings I get when things are

lost.

    While antler hunting four years

later, my daughter Isabelle found my

phone. She spotted it even though it

was partially covered with leaves and

grass. The case was gone, most likely

chewed to bits by rodents. Surprisingly,

she found the phone not far from the

hole where we found the lost deer. I

wish I’d had her with me when I was

looking for the deer in the first place!

    The author is a third grade teacher

in Red Lodge, Montana. He enjoys

spending time outdoors when he is not

looking for something he has lost.
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The author and his doe, relieved to find her after a long, arduous search.

While antler hunting four years

later, the author’s daughter,

Isabelle, found his phone.

Equipment Notes

Robb was hunting with a bamboo-

backed pecan wood longbow on this

early season deer hunt. Cedar arrows

tipped with Zwickey two-blade heads

rounded out his equipment. 

http://www.blackswanarchery.com
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t was a pretty typical morning for

early November—cool, cloudy,

with a hint of the whitetail rut in

the air. I had arrived at my tree stand in

a small woodlot where farmland meets

suburbia on the edge of town a full hour

before first light. I like making sure

that I’m in my stand, settled in, buckled

up, and ready to go long before shooting

light. I enjoy the silence, solitude, and

serenity of the darkened predawn forest

for gathering my thoughts and spend-

ing time conversing with my Maker. In

addition to the spiritual settling of my

soul, this time also allows the woods to

settle back into a normal pattern put-

ting all animals at ease.

    After nearly an hour of pure dark-

ness and quiet, the woods slowly began

to come back into focus as light and

color returned millisecond by millisec-

ond and objects became more clear and

outlines more distinct. I sat strapped

into my tree stand twenty feet above

ground, just ten yards from a mock

scrape I’d set up weeks before that I had

re-scented on my way in. Just as first

shooting light arrived, I heard the

unmistakable sound of heavy footsteps,

rustling leaves and twigs and coming

directly my way. I quietly stood, turned

my body to the right to face the scrape,

and simultaneously grabbed my

recurve hanging a few feet away.

    The “clickety, clickety, clickety” even,

steady, and quick cadence of the foot-

steps indicated a heavy deer, most like-

ly a good buck on a mission. I grabbed

the bowstring with my right three fin-

gers under the knock, tensed the string

to ready, and released the nocked arrow

from the arrow holder. Then, a decent

buck emerged out of the grey darkness

of the predawn woods, on a beeline

toward my scrape.

    I stood at the ready as he came full

on with purpose, clearly intending to

check out and work the scrape. I timed

my drawing to his arrival at the scrape,

and just as he paused to scent check for

sexy single ladies, I focused low on the

chest behind the shoulder pocket and

released in one fluid, thoughtless

motion. I instantly heard the magic

“thunk” of broadhead meeting deer

flesh, and then came an explosion of

motion and crashing as he tore off

through the woods breaking brush and

limbs as he ran. I couldn’t see the exact

point of arrow impact, but it felt right.

    I followed the buck visually for a

good eighty yards and then lost visual

contact. The sounds had quit. I did see

some commotion and heard some

rustling in the last arcing curve of his

run, but wasn’t sure exactly what I was

seeing. With my heart pounding and the

post shot euphoria of adrenaline cours-

ing through my body, I took some deep

breaths and decided to sit back down to

recover. I reviewed my mental tapes a

dozen times and felt mostly optimistic,

but figured I needed to wait a couple of

hours before following up.

    I sat—excited, antsy, and anxious—

doing all I could to wait. I had never

received patience as a virtue when it

was being distributed at birth. My nor-

mal ADHD personality screamed for

action, but I managed to subdue the

inner beast and wait it out. During that
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Success Through Failure
By Rollie Johnson

The author with an 8-point buck taken with his homemade, one-piece

recurve using materials from Bingham Projects to build his presses and

laminates and materials for his bows.



long sit, I pulled out my binoculars,

scanned the area, and picked up a large

patch of white fifteen yards from the

last spot I’d seen the deer. Might that be

some white belly hair on my buck?

Guarded optimism buoyed my spirits.

    Both my gut instincts and the white

belly fur proved true, and there before

me lay a beautiful little 8-point. He’d

make no record book, but as I knelt

before him stroking his chest and

admiring his dark chocolate rack I felt

deep gratitude for my redemption and

the full circle I’d come from failures to

final success here in the deer woods. In

my hand I held the beautiful homemade

recurve that had done its job so well.

    Let’s take this bow and walk back-

wards just a bit.

    For over twenty years now, I’ve been

making my own traditional bows. I

make fiberglass-laminated longbows—

both short ones and long ones—and

takedown recurves. I have also dabbled

in primitive bows and have successfully

taken a few critters with them. I’m cer-

tainly not a pro bowyer, but I deeply

enjoy the process of creation, tinkering

with my hands and working with a

variety of beautiful, exotic woods. I have

probably made a couple of dozen bows

over the years, some as gifts for friends,

many for myself and even a few to sell.

As my ten-year-old son asked me just

the other day while I was carving out a

new Osage selfbow, “How many bows do

you need, Dad? You’ve already got twen-

ty hanging on your wall!” He’s totally

right, but there is always a deep Godly

calling to create, and so I continue to

refine, better, and improve on each

design. I especially cherish the feeling

of carrying my own homemade weapon-

ry in the field and using them to take

big game.

    The one major design missing from

my repertoire is a one-piece recurve, so

I ordered blueprints from Bingham

Projects. They sell a couple of designs,

and I chose the more modern one that

to me looks a bit like some of the Black

Widow bows that I have so often

admired.

    Upon receiving the plans, I set about

constructing the press, or mold, which
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The author savoring the task of

removing his trophy from the

woods with his homemade “quad.”

http://www.yellowstonebows.com
http://www.backcountryhunters.org


is the major component to each design.

I had also ordered materials for two

separate bows. One would be for me and

one would be for John Flaherty, who has

been a good friend and hunting buddy

for many years. I wanted to surprise

him with the gift of a brand new

recurve. Even though he’s a hard core

compound shooter, I thought this little

present might urge him back from the

dark side.

     In my role as a minster at First

Lutheran Church in Fargo, North

Dakota, each year I have led mission trips

into the heart of southern Mexico. On

each of these trips, I seek out and barter

for some of the local exotic Mexican hard-

woods. I never know the common name of

each wood species, as their names are told

to me in native Mayan, but they are

heavy, gorgeous woods of varying tones

and beautiful grains. I wanted to make

the risers for each of these bows out of

these Mexican hardwoods.

    So I set about laminating, curing,

and then cutting each riser, and then

laid up the whole bow in the press and

put it into the oven. The first one would

be for John, and I felt excited to be mak-

ing it for him. Upon completion of the

cooking process, I set about cutting the

limbs and riser shape on the band saw,

cut in temporary nocks, and began to do

the first string-up to see how things

looked. When it strung just fine, I took

it out to the range to try a few short

draw shots. I drew back and disaster

struck as the bow simply delaminated,

breaking in two. Argh! I felt completely

heart broken, as I already had a great

deal of sweat equity and money invest-

ed. But I’m not easily deterred, and I

preach optimism and attitude choice

continually. I simply told myself to get

back in the game and make the next

one for John. Mine would have to wait.

    Long story short—the second bow

blew up the first time I strung it. Bow

#3 did the same! Complete and absolute

failure times three! I had 600 bucks

down the tube not to mention the time

and energy I’d expended, all for utter

failure! I still had no gift to give or bow

to use of my own. My esteem was the

size of gnat. I felt incompetent, inca-

pable, and inept; throwing in the towel

seemed like the only logical next step.

    To my credit, I analyzed each mis-

take and thought I had found some-

thing different in each failure that had

possibly led to the breakage. With per-

sonal pride and confidence barely dis-

cernable, by grace I was able to keep

going. Bows #4 and #5 turned out beau-

tifully. John received one with surprise

and gratitude, and the other served me
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Due to certain mistakes during the layout process, the first three one-piece

recurves the author built delaminated on being drawn. Rectifying his mis-

takes, the next two came out perfectly.
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well in killing a beautiful young buck,

as you just read. Knowing that repeated

failures had brought me to this recent

success made that harvest all the more

meaningful. Next spring, it was time to

go hunting again.

    I carefully weaved my way through

the thick, dark woods, dodging shadows

and ducking unseen branches. I was

headed for a field’s edge a couple of

hundred yards away. I’d seen a good

flock of turkeys headed this way the

evening before, and I thought I knew

where they might be roosting. My goal

was to stay hidden, but get in as close as

possible to lay my ambush.

    As I neared my intended destination,

I halted, grabbed a diaphragm from my

pocket, and let out a few calls. I was

greeted with an enthusiastic response

from a few gobblers a hundred yards

away. They seemed ready to party, and

so was I. I quickly set up my pop-up

blind, and then poked a jake and hen

decoy five yards out from my blind and

a few yards to my left, hoping the toms

would cross my kill zone from the right.

    I crawled inside and readied myself

for the coming confrontation. It was still

way before dawn, and I occasionally

bantered back and forth with the gob-

blers just to make sure they knew

where we were, hoping to influence

their fly down and first early morning

jaunt. I also thought I heard a separate

deep throated gobbler behind me in the

woods that might have been from

another hunter, but I couldn’t tell for

sure.

    I was waiting to hear the fly down

when I looked right just at first light

and noticed a pair of toms all fluffed up

and strutting toward my set up.

Startled at first, I then hit my box call

and immediately received a reply from

both the incoming pair and the growler

back in the woods. A perfect light morn-

ing breeze had my hen decoy dancing

all sexy-like, while my stoic jake just

stood there playing it cool.

    The pair of toms came on steady and

strong, filled with purpose and determi-

nation, on a mission to put a whopping

on my jake. They covered the ground

quickly, exchanging the lead forward

and back in a highly competitive race. It

took the pair less than a minute to

cover the ground between us, and they

were falling into my trap perfectly. I

had the front three windows on my

blind open to accommodate my wide-

bladed Tom Bomb broadhead, which

needs open air to fly. As the pair passed

the last of my screened windows, I drew

back my recurve to full draw and wait-

ed briefly as the toms waddled into a

shooting lane just four yards away. I

picked a spot on the larger bird where

the head meets the chest and uncon-

sciously released my arrow. Upon

impact, the big bird dropped in his

tracks. I threw the blind over me and

proceeded to ring the neck of my new

prize to seal the deal. The broadhead

had severed the back of the neck, and

the game was over.

    I stood in the soft quiet of a beautiful

early May morning, silently shouting

out my thank you prayers for a success-

ful and marvelous hunt. I knelt down

and admired the myriad of colored

feathers on the fallen bird. I pondered

the unique, strange, weird, and beauti-

ful qualities of its head, wattle, beard,

feet, and spurs. What a magnificent

creature this was. Then I smiled in con-

tentment as I stroked the handsome

bow that lay alongside the bird.

    For this bow and I had come a long,

long way. Sometimes success is far more

appreciated and savored when experi-

enced through the difficult and chal-

lenging hands of failure.

    Rollie Johnson is a Lay Pastor at

First Lutheran Church in Fargo, North

Dakota, where he has worked for the

past twenty years. An avid outdoors-

man, flint-knapper, canoe builder, and

adventurer, he makes his home in

Moorhead, Minnesota with his wife Ady

and their three kids.
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The author with his tom.

Equipment Notes

The text explains details about the

bow used on these hunts. For infor-

mation about the Tom Bomb turkey

head, see the sidebar in Rollie’s piece

“Turkey Ruse” in the Apr/May 2016

issue. See Bingham ad on page 22 for

materials and tools for making bows.
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he arrow had entered a little far back, but the angle

and penetration suggested that I had finally accom-

plished my mission. It had been a long spring and

summer. When he had first left the den, snow was still on the

ground. I saw the dirt he dug out and cast down-slope on the

melting drift and knew it was going to be a long summer.

The rogue did not disappoint.

       Around our log cabin we have established an array of

flowers, fruits, and vegetables. As the ripening season for

each arrives, we harvest and process by canning, drying, or

freezing the homegrown flavor treats that help sustain us

through the long, snowy winters cast upon us by winds

coursing across the Great Lakes.

       The rogue regularly visited our fruit orchard in the

early spring. We occasionally saw him standing on his hind

legs, sizing up the forming fruits. I swear that you could read

his mind. He had evil intentions and all the patience in the

world.

       For the immediate time, though, he seemed satisfied

with circling the premises and making early and late raids

on flowers and herbs as they poked their heads above the

dirt to chase the sun. Within a day or two of rising on their

new stems, their lives were clipped, eaten, and added to the

store of fat that would provide him with energy for a sum-

mer of fruit and vegetable larceny. Early efforts stalking the

nearby woodlands in hope of an opportunity to end his felo-

nious career repeatedly failed. Spring and summer evenings

spent sitting on trails often ended abruptly as the sun

descended and signaled the mosquitoes in the streamside

brush that it was their time to reign.

       Soon the floral arrangements planted to add myriad col-

ors to the view from our breakfast nook became his dietary

supplements. The lady of the house began to question my

prowess as a hunter but, although a huntress herself, she

showed no inkling that she wanted to confront the rogue face

to face in the poor light of morning or evening.

       Next it was the lettuce and spinach. Plans for a freezer

full of greens to ward off scurvy in the winter went down the

tubes. We got hardly a bowl of salad all summer. Fences and

other obstacles of deterrence simply became exercise equip-

ment for his forays into the gardens. Carrots and beets don’t

grow well without tops, and the tops never cleared the upper

layer of soil. Squash plants blossomed and then mysterious-

ly disappeared. When we saw the rogue coming and going, he

was always out of range or along the cover of the opposite

side of a split-rail fence. I was becoming obsessed. Three,

five, maybe seven times a day I patrolled the perimeter and

just couldn’t get a shot. I needed a better plan.

       That’s when the July apples ripened and began to fall.

Partially chewed apples and an increasingly denuded clover

patch in front of the entrance to several holes revealed that

it wasn’t deer walking around the orchard and ruining the

fallen fruit. It was the rogue. Once again he was expanding

his villainous ways and we were the victims. Our larder was

already thinner than we had expected for the time of year.

Something had to be done.

       Mornings, evenings, midday—every time I had a free

minute I would settle my hand onto the handle of my heavy

recurve, draw a broadhead arrow from the quiver, and sneak

along the weed-whacked paths that led around the gardens

and through the orchard. No culprit. The next day I would

see his furry posterior disappear into the edge brambles as I

approached. Always, I was rewarded only with fleeting

glimpses.

The Rogue
By Bob Steiner
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       We lost virtually all our ground crops to his raids. I had

to put him to rest before the apples and pears came on any

more heavily. It was time to rework my strategy. I dug an

old, short ladder stand out of a shed, blew off the dust, and

gave it a safety check. Down to the orchard I carried it. After

hours of deliberation and study of the possible shot angles, I

determined the set up with the highest probability of a shot.

His most likely entrance and exit points would provide chip

shots.

       I took a saw to a pear tree and situated the elevated

blind about six feet high, with some leaf cover. Next I cut a

few of the lower limbs of a nearby pine and shrouded the

front of my blind. I made quiet entry and exit paths and let

the stand become a fixture for a few weeks as the apples

ripened, while maintaining my roving vigilance.

       The apples reddened and occasionally fell. The rogue

claimed each one that hit the ground with a bite mark. One

afternoon, he dove from up in the tree where he was shaking

apples loose as I approached. It was time. Zero hour had

arrived. I climbed into the stand and watched the sun set.

The next night the sunset was also all I saw. And so it went

for the week. Many heavily chewed apples and an ever-

widening area of clover chewed to the ground encouraged my

vigilance.

       The rogue had my ire to the snapping point and my

patience as thin as rice paper. Then, there he was—just an

apparition in the blackberry canes that surrounded the

orchard at first. Then he strolled nonchalantly across the

orchard to within five yards of me. That is when the arrow

flew...hitting him a little far back.

       I watched a while as the bright fletching of my arrow

quivered in the red brush along the swampy margin of the

orchard before I descended and unhooked my bow, another

arrow ready in case of a charge. The quivering arrow sud-

denly spun as the rogue turned to meet his assailant.

Quickly, I reached full draw with my trembling hands and

loosed another shaft. Deflected by the brush, it sank deep

into the soggy earth as my quarry retreated farther into the

surrounding bushes.

       Drawing my last arrow, I followed the short blood trail

to where he had bayed, back against a log, ready to take me

on. The rogue was wounded with no place to retreat to, and

me with my last-chance arrow strung and sliding across the

rug rest to full draw. The shaft was off, the broadhead tear-

ing through the hide between his shoulders, ripping through

his vitals and pinning him to the ground. At last, the rogue

would villainize our gardens no more.

       At nearly twelve pounds, this groundhog was too tough

to eat, but he made good trapping bait. We did manage to

can, freeze and dehydrate bushels of apples and pears.

      Bob Steiner and his wife Linda, who also contributes to

the magazine, live in Cooperstown, Pennsylvania.
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riving mountain roads looking for cougar tracks

can be a lot like flying airplanes or delivering

babies: long hours of tedious routine punctuated

at unpredictable intervals by brief moments of intense

excitement. Those hours spent driving through the dark

pass more easily with several thermos bottles full of hot cof-

fee, an ample supply of Pop Tarts (the official breakfast of

mountain lion hunters), and a friend with plenty of hunting

stories to tell (even if you’ve heard most of them before). In

addition to backpacks, arrows, and take-down bows, neces-

sary equipment includes a dog box full of eager hounds, tire

chains, flashlights, tow ropes, jumper cables, snowshoes,

winter survival equipment, and at least two scoop shovels

(digging the rig out of the snow is a chore best shared with

friends).

       Thus outfitted, another experienced lion hunter and I

set out one December morning in search of a cat. A new layer

of powder had fallen early the previous morning, and the

fresh snow made reading the sign easy as we studied the

dots and dashes passing by in the headlights and ground our

way along the uphill leg of a long, familiar loop through a

mountain range near our home. The snow had plenty to say

about the local wildlife activity in the twenty-four hours

since it fell, including tracks left by countless deer, two herds

of elk, a flock of turkeys, a pair of coyotes, and numerous

snowshoe hares, ruffed grouse, and pine squirrels. Nothing

The White Pages
The story in the snow.

By E. Donnall Thomas Jr.

The weather at the beginning of this lion chase may

have looked miserable, but the fresh snow more than

made up for the cold.
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even made us slow down to investigate the possibility of a

lion track.

       Light was starting to break in the eastern sky by the

time we neared the downhill end of our loop, and a compli-

cation had arisen along with it—a brisk wind out of the east

that was making the tracks lose their definition before our

very eyes. Sign that had been clear and obvious at the top of

the mountain now became an indistinct blur, handwriting

executed by a toddler with finger paints. Then I stood on the

brakes. Something out in the muddle didn’t look like I

should drive over it without taking a closer look.

       “Got anything over there?” I asked my friend as I backed

the truck down on the track.

       “I’ve got something,” he replied. “But it’s so blown in I

can’t tell what.”

       “Take it up under the canopy,” I said as I fumbled for my

flashlight. “I’ll do the same on my side.” With that, I stepped

out of the rig and slid down the hill next to the faint imprints

beneath the blowing snow until the track disappeared into

the trees. Sheltered from the wind beneath the pines, the

tracks finally allowed me to see what I needed to see in order

to interpret them.

       “It’s a cat alright,” I said when I met my friend back at

the truck.

       “For sure,” he replied. “But I never did get to any clear

prints. I can’t even tell which way it’s going.”

       “It’s headed downhill,” I said, “and it’s less than an hour

old. But I’m sure it’s a female.” The dogs knew what the long

stop meant, and they were growing excited and noisy in the

back of the truck. But after further discussion we decided to

The lack of grey in my beard indicates that I killed

this tom a long time ago. I was just beginning to

learn the subtleties of tracking then.

http://www.brownellarchery.com
http://www.tbirdarchery.com
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keep looking for a tom even though the track was plenty

fresh enough to run. And so the encounter ended without

even a chase, much less a treed cat. But it did provide an

excellent illustration of the amount of information one can

gather from studying tracks in the snow.

       I have lamented in these pages before bowhunters’ com-

mon over-reliance on blood when following wounded ani-

mals. Sometimes there isn’t any blood because of the anato-

my of the hit. Sometimes rain washes it away or snow covers

it up. There are many reasons to be able to follow an animal

that hasn’t even been hit. Tracking just involves so much

more than looking for little red spots on the ground.

       The most important variable the hunter faces on any

track is the nature of the surface underfoot. Following an

animal across solid rock is obviously a real challenge,

although it can be done and I have some interesting stories

to prove it. Tracking on snow lies at the opposite end of the

difficulty spectrum. That’s what we’ll be talking about here,

because snow offers great examples of the way good tracking

technique can reveal information about the animal that left

the tracks. I’ll talk a lot about tracking mountain lions just

because I’ve had so much experience following them through

snow, but these principles apply to tracking any game ani-

mal. Furthermore, much of what I’ll discuss applies to track-

ing animals on any surface. Even if you never imagine your-

self tracking a cougar across the mountains in winter, under-

standing these principles should help make you a better

hunter.

       First, recognize that all snow is not created equal. It’s

well known that the Inuit and other northern subsistence

hunting cultures employ an extensive specialized vocabu-

lary to describe various kinds of snow. Old corn snow differs

from fresh powder the way an apple differs from an orange—

both share common characteristics, but are far from identi-

cal. It can be difficult to follow even a fresh track across old

frozen snow, especially one left by a soft-footed animal like a

cat or a canine. (Heavy ungulates like deer and elk will usu-

ally break through the crust and leave an obvious trail even

though details of individual prints may be lost.)

       Fresh powder is wonderful since it holds so much detail

of the prints, but too much of it can cause problems of its

own. The track may be obvious, but in deep powder details

can become obscured, making it hard to tell the difference

between, say, a male and female lion. Stride length can be

helpful in this situation, but the best course of action is to do

as I did in the situation described earlier—follow the track

The idea of hunting spring gobblers in the snow baf-

fles my southern friends, but tracking snow sure

makes recovering the birds easier.

Patches of old snow can be a helpful source of sign on

spring hunts for almost anything, including turkeys.

http://www.habubows.com
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under the nearest tree canopy to look for a clear print where

the powder isn’t as deep.

       Back in Alaska, I used to do a lot of winter ptarmigan

hunting. Spotting a pure white bird resting on snow is just

about impossible from the air, but in fresh powder ptarmi-

gan tracks can be easy to see even from several hundred feet

up while cruising at ninety knots in a Super Cub. We’d fly

around until we spotted tracks in a place we could land on

skis and then bail out and start hunting. We knew where to

start looking for the birds because the snow told us.

       One day during the Montana lion season we were on our

way home after investing a lot of miles and hours studying

gorgeous fresh powder that didn’t contain any cat tracks. We

were a long way from the mountains, driving at highway

speed, and half asleep when something caught my eye in the

snow beside the road. When we stopped and examined the

track, we quickly determined that it belonged to a big tom

headed down into a patchwork of private property. It was

late in the day, with only a couple of hours of light remain-

ing. We were about to give up and head for home when we

noticed a set of large tracks cutting a straight line across an

open field over a mile away in the direction the track beside

the road was headed. Binoculars soon confirmed that the

tracks belonged to our lion. This information allowed us to

identify the landowner, obtain permission to turn out the

Florida bowhunter Don Davis didn’t think much of

the snow and cold at our Montana home, but it sure

made recovering his buck easier.

http://www.tradbow.com/products/index.cfm
http://www.archery.de
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hounds, and cut several hours off the chase. We had the cat

in a tree an hour before dark.

       An inch or two of powder on top of crusted old snow

allows you to learn a lot about a track. A friend and I once

cut a track in just such circumstances that left us momen-

tarily puzzled. The powder allowed us to identify the track

as a cat’s, but something was odd from the start. The track

was too large for a bobcat, but a lion should have been break-

ing through the thin crust of frozen snow beneath the pow-

der. That’s when the lights went on and we realized we were

looking at the only set of lynx tracks I’ve ever seen in those

mountains.

       Snow can convey a tremendous amount of information

about the age of a track. Freshly kicked up powder often

looks very different from snow disturbed even a few hours

earlier, especially in artificial light, in which the powder

around fresh tracks often looks bright and sparkly. These

identifying features can often change rapidly depending on

snow conditions and temperature, so the first thing I do

when I’m heading up a canyon in the dark is stop, get out,

and kick up some snow so I can see what a fresh track will

look like in the headlights. There’s no use wasting time stop-

ping to check tracks too old to run.

       If snow is falling or blowing, the amount of snow that

has accumulated inside a print can allow estimating the

track’s age quite accurately. When an animal’s foot com-

presses fresh snow, it creates a thin, nearly invisible layer of

water inside the print. If the temperature is below freezing,

that layer and the small ridges between an animal’s toe pads

or hoof segments will freeze over time. The presence or

absence of ice inside a print is a function of both the temper-

ature and the time since the track was made. Furthermore,

small granules of snow will usually be found outside the

print, and if it is below freezing they will eventually freeze

to the underlying layer of snow.

       If it’s twenty below, ice inside the print and frozen snow

granules beside it may not mean much, since at those tem-

peratures tracks freeze quickly. But if the temperature is in

the twenties, frozen prints mean the track is at least several

hours old. Conversely, if there is no ice in the print and the

flecks of kicked-up snow beside it are lying loose on the

crust, it’s time to get the dogs on their leashes and go. These

means of aging a track can also be useful when following a

wounded deer through an area containing a lot of intersect-

ing deer tracks. If you just shot the deer and most of the

tracks are older, just stay on the freshest track without wor-

rying about blood.

       On old crusted snow, blowing snow, or in deep powder, it

can sometimes be difficult to tell just what kind of animal

left a track. In such cases following the track to a fence can

help. Lions will almost always go underneath a barbed-wire

fence, while deer and elk will jump over it, a difference that

will be obvious in any snow conditions. In deep powder, a

lion’s tail will sometimes leave separate marks that are also

unmistakable.

       Snow can be helpful even when there isn’t much of it.

Back when I was guiding on the Alaska Peninsula, a client

made a shaky hit on a big brown bear during a spring hunt.

We sight tracked the bear for several hundred yards across

open tundra before it disappeared over a rise. As is often the

case with bears, this one didn’t leave much blood on the

route it took from the place where it had been shot to the

spot where we last saw it. There was no snow on the tundra

but the dirt was still frozen beneath the ground cover, so

We didn’t have anything to work with but frost on

this morning, but we made the most of it.

http://www.dwyerlongbows.com
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tracks were hard to see too.

       A huge tangle of alders lay a quarter-mile away, and

since the bear wasn’t piled up in the open we knew he was

somewhere in the mess. That’s when I noticed a steep little

creek bed running down the hill in front of the alders, and I

thought it might still contain some old corn snow. We sat our

nervous hunter down on a rock where we could keep him out

of trouble and my guiding partner tried to do his best with

the track while I leap-frogged ahead to the creek bed. There

was indeed a narrow layer of old snow remaining on top of

the frozen creek, and several hundred yards farther down

the hill than I thought the animal had gone I found a single

bear track on it. That saved us hours of difficult tracking and

allowed us to get on the wounded bear and dispatch it in

time to get back to camp before dark.

       Some principles of following a track on snow apply to

tracking on any surface. For example, always walk to the side

of the track rather than directly on top of it. If you lose the

track down the line, you may have to backtrack to see where

you went wrong. It can be hard enough sorting out lion tracks

from dog tracks or your deer’s from lots of others without

having your own boot prints on top of what you need to see.

       It’s hard to overstate the importance of studying a track

carefully before you start to follow it. Chances are that you

will need to distinguish your track from those left by other

members of the same species before you are through. That

may not happen often with sparsely distributed animals like

mountain lions, but it is commonplace when tracking deer in

areas with a high population density. There are objective

ways of doing that, by pacing out stride length or using a

stick to measure the width of the print. The best trackers

I’ve ever seen are the Kalahari Bushmen. They don’t do any

of that, and after being fortunate enough to spend a lot of

time with them I don’t either. A Bushman starting a track

will spend some time looking at it, then walk around in cir-

cles, murmur to his buddies, and stare off into space in some

mystical process that language barriers never allowed me to

understand completely. But it became clear to me that sim-

ply looking at the track allowed the Bushmen to form an

impression of it as distinct as that of a human face, allowing

him to follow an individual track across countless others

even while running. I don’t do it nearly as well as they do,

but I try my best.

       One of the most enjoyable aspects of learning to read the

white pages is the ability to understand what the local

wildlife has been doing even when that doesn’t directly

involve taking game with your bow. Some years back I was

hiking a ridge where I had often found lion sign before.

When I picked up the track of what appeared to be a female

lion, I followed it easily for several hundred yards to a fresh

deer kill. A riot of cat tracks surrounded the deer carcass,

some of which appeared to be made by kittens. When I began

to circle the area looking for sign that a tom had crashed the

dinner party, I came upon the fresh remains of a coyote.

       The snow held a complete record of the story. The coyote

had come slinking in to try to make off with some venison

only to be ambushed and killed by the adult female lion.

Mom then lay down beneath a pine tree and stood guard

while her two kittens devoured the hapless coyote.

       That’s just the kind of drama you miss if you don’t learn

to pay attention to the story written in the white pages.

      Wirehair pointers and Labrador retrievers have replaced

hounds in Co-editor Don Thomas’s kennel, but he still enjoys

tracking wildlife at any time of year. Don and his wife Lori

now divide their time between Montana and Arizona.

The ability to identify this cat’s tracks at long 

distance led to a successful chase in the final 

hours of the day.

http://www.rerbows.com
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f you are at all like me, the end of

the bow season is a sad time. I’m

never ready for it to end. No mat-

ter how much I’ve hunted, and no mat-

ter how successful I’ve been, I’m not

ready for it to happen. A silence comes

over my soul, and I’m probably not

pleasant to be around for a while. If you

experience the same sort of thing, stick

with me for a few minutes and let’s talk

about the only cure I’ve found for the

let-down of the post-season blues.

First—A Hunting Buddy

    The image of bowhunters and

bowhunting is often presented as a soli-

tary endeavor, but it seems to me that

having a kindred soul, a bowhunting

buddy, is mandatory during the non-

hunting season. You and I may prefer to

hunt alone, but having someone to share

bowhunting with, to communicate with,

to discuss strategy and make plans

with, will play a big part in keeping your

motor running for the rest of the year.

It’s good if your bowhunting buddy lives

fairly close, but it’s not a necessity. And,

of course, you can have more than one.

Sometimes it can be a whole group of

hunters who hang together throughout

the year. But the issue is that you need

the company of other bowhunters to

keep you motivated, involved, and

thinking about next bow season, be it

spring turkeys or fall squirrels and deer.

Traditional Gatherings and Events

    One of the very best things about

traditional archery and bowhunting is

the plethora of organizations—local,

state, and national—that are promoting

the traditional way all across the coun-

try. To my way of thinking you and I

must be part of this surging movement

to get the most from traditional

bowhunting, and certainly to keep you

and me pushing and pointing toward

our next bow season.

     Just about every state has a tradition-
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Surviving the Crisis
By G. Fred Asbell

The North American Longbow Safari in Ovando, Montana late 1980s was

an unforgettable experience!



al organization, and some have more than

one. Michigan has two, and I belong to

both, attending as many of their events as

I can. You meet such great people there.

It’s the best place to meet the traditional

bowhunters who live near you, and

maybe one of your soon-to-be bowhunting

buddies. National organizations such as

Compton Traditional Bowhunters and

the Professional Bowhunters Society are

doing some wonderful things and need

our membership and participation. All of

these organizations are asking for our

membership, and, I promise you, you’ll

receive considerably more from them

than you can give back.

    Outdoor events such as the Compton

Rendezvous and the Denton Hill gather-

ing (ETAR) will put you in the middle of

more traditional bows, gear, and shoot-

ers than you thought existed. Getting

involved and rubbing shoulders with the

people you’ll meet at these events will

have you swimming in the soothing

waters of our traditional world.

Shooting

    One of the first things I notice after

the season ends is that I’m not shooting

nearly as much as I was during the sea-

son. Some of us shoot less during the

hunting season, but I shoot more—lots

more. I shoot in camp, and I shoot going

to and from my hunting grounds. There

is a big hole there and it needs to be

filled. Fact is—and I believe this com-

pletely—we must keep shooting during

the off-season. It’s important for physi-

cal reasons, but as importantly for me,

and perhaps you, it becomes a mental

process of keeping my head going in the

right direction.

    The key ingredient in bowhunting

for me is as the name implies—bow

first, and then hunting. I love the bow

and arrow, and I love shooting them. I

love the hunting part too, but not as

much as the bow and arrow. For me, it is

the equipment itself that so binds me to

this soul-consuming space in my life.

I’m shocked when I hear someone say

they haven’t shot or had their bow

strung since the season closed, which

may have been several months ago. I

guess that’s more expected from people

shooting modern equipment, but you

basically can’t do that if you are shoot-
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“You’ll never get there!” Friendly competition builds lasting friendships.

http://www.driftertraditionalarchery.com
http://www.archeryleather.com


ing traditional equipment. The equip-

ment and your body demand more. We

are all different for sure, but it seems to

me that getting ourselves up to our ears

in traditional archery and bowhunting

is not only a worthwhile endeavor, but a

major ingredient in getting through the

non-hunting season.

    Few activities will get and keep your

traditional spirit moving forward like

shooting your bow and working on

improving your accuracy and consisten-

cy. Just having someone to shoot with is

an encouragement for many, and I find

that someone to share the good shots

and the bad ones, and maybe to compete

with a little, provides great encourage-

ment and a positive learning tool.

    Stump shooting has been around

about as long as the bow and arrow, and

is still a staple game for traditionalists

everywhere. This can be as simple as

snipping dandelions in the front yard

with Judos, but is at its best in the

woods and fields of our hunting

grounds. Imaginary but realistic set-

tings, which can almost take the place

of the real thing, can’t be beat for high-

lighting our shooting strengths and

weaknesses. The shooting feeds the con-

versation and leads to important topics

about camps and hunts and how it will

be the coming fall. I have written before

about spending a complete three-day

weekend at my friend Tom Parson’s

house in Maryland, walking the fields
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and woodlands shooting maybe a thou-

sand arrows, and then talking about it

far into the night. It can be almost as

good as seeing that big buck turn and

start in your direction, knowing that

you are totally prepared.

Making a Change

    Now is the time to make changes in

your gear, not during the bow season

when they often come to mind. I cannot

tell you how many times I have thought

I maybe should change to a bow of a dif-

ferent draw weight in the middle of the

season, and I’m embarrassed to say that

I haven’t always fought off that desire.

It’s almost always a mistake.

    Why do you think increasing your

bow draw weight is the thing to do? If

you’ll do some talking and reading, I

think you’ll come to the same conclu-

sion that I have—that bow weight is a

highly over-rated way to increase your

efficiency in the woods. Sure, knowing

that you’ve gone up in bow weight feels

good to your ego, but go the other direc-

tion and talk to bowhunters who have

gone down in bow weight, and you’ll

come away with a completely different

angle on the subject—that the bow feels

better, your accuracy has improved, it’s

actually quite a bit more fun to shoot,

and that your arrow trajectory, which

you were initially worried about, hardly

seems to have changed at all. Key point:

penetration on real animals cannot be

measured beyond when the arrow has

passed completely through and is on

the ground.

    There are so many gorgeous tradi-

tional bows being offered these days

that it’s difficult not to lose your head

about it sometimes. But you’ve got some

time now to pick and choose, to wait for

delivery, and to get lots of shooting in

before it’s time to go to the woods, so if

you are going to do it, this is the time. If

you are considering changing the type

of bow you are shooting—from a

recurve to a longbow, or longbow to

recurve—give yourself some time,

because they are different. Some switch

back and forth with few problems, while

others see differences and need time.

    Give yourself enough time to become

totally acclimated to the different bow. I

have to shoot a different bow enough

that when an animal comes along my

natural shooting instincts are matched

to the bow in my hand, which may not

happen if you were shooting a different

bow yesterday or the day before.

    Shooting a different length bow can

change things, so give that change the

same consideration. I don’t feel that I

shoot a short bow quite as well as I do a

longer one, so there’s that for me to con-
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“I can hit that.” Stump shooting with friends is always a pleasure.
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sider. I would caution against daily

changing for sure. There is a distinctly

different feel on my drawing fingers

with the shorter bow, and you don’t

want that interrupting your concentra-

tion as you are coming to full draw. Be

sure you give some thought to your pre-

ferred bowhunting method—tree stand,

ground blind, still-hunting—and con-

sider typical shot choices. Pop-up blinds

are not so friendly to longer limbed

bows, and longer shots would seem to

favor the accuracy of a longer limb.

    Lots of arrow switching goes on

these days, and that may be something

you want to consider now that you have

some time and the opportunity for input

from others. This is a good subject to

discuss with a variety of different folks.

You’ve got some time before the season.

Shooting all of the different arrow

choices is simple and may save you

money and frustration. Carbon seems

the most popular, but some don’t care

for them, and with traditionalists you

are sure to run into people like me who

shoot wood just because we like wood

and can’t see that much difference

between arrow types.

Big Plans

    This is the time to be thinking about,

discussing, and formulating plans for a

special hunt, be it a trip out West, back

East, to Africa, or up North, or just for

your annual one-week hunt that means

so much to you. One of the major rea-

sons for failed special hunts has to do

with last minute decisions and prepara-

tions, or an opportunity to fill in for

someone who at the last minute had to

back out.

    You can spend an awful lot of money

filling in for someone and never have

the opportunity to get your head into

the hunt. Having the time to plan a spe-

cial hunt, which includes talking to

everyone you can who has had a similar

experience and asking, “If you could do

it again, what would you do different-

ly?” will go a long way toward making a

wonderful experience with no big sur-

prises. The two years Bob Pitt and I

spent planning and talking about our

first trip to Alaska will always remain

in my memory as almost as enjoyable as

the hunt itself.

Self Improvement

    Now is the time to begin any serious

self-improvement programs, such as

losing weight, conditioning, and

improving strength. Last minute efforts

just before a hunt are usually ineffec-

tive. Trying to get into condition for an

elk hunt to the Montana high country

will take more than a week or two, and

losing twenty pounds isn’t as easy as it

used to be. A good approach is to include

your bowhunting buddy in your efforts.

Having one living near you is a good

thing. The ability to compare notes and

results will spur you on, and, though it

may surprise you, will motivate you and

actually extend your hunting to include

those moments. Like most of the things

we’ve touched on, communicating and

working with someone else who shares

your goals and objectives will keep you

moving in the right direction. The

bowhunting season will be here before

you know it.

    As Saxton Pope wrote in his 1923

classic Hunting with the Bow and

Arrow:

    “To you who would follow us into the

land of Robin Hood, let me say that

what you need most is a great longing

to come, and perseverance; for if I

should try to explain how we have

accomplished even the little we have in

hunting, I would protest that it is

because we have held to an idea and

been persistent. In my own mind the

credit is ascribed to the fact that I have

surrounded myself with good compan-

ions and tried again and again in spite

of failure.”

    G. Fred Asbell has served for years as

the magazine’s Shooting Editor. He

lives in Michigan with his wife, Teresa.
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everal years back, I attended one of the early

Compton Traditional Bowhunters’ Rendezvous

events near Berrien Springs, Michigan. A couple of

my buddies and I were preparing to shoot one of the courses

when a lanky archer with an easy smile walked up and

asked to join us. He received a hearty welcome and off we

went. I’ve been actively involved in archery since I was three

years old. While I don’t consider myself a world class shot,

I’ve been a student of archery, participating in shoots, hunt-

ing, filming, interviewing, and writing numerous articles on

the subject. Halfway around the range, I knew this lanky

archer was one of the best shots I’d ever seen. Consequently,

I wasn’t surprised to hear all of the success stories about

him in the following years. Along with keeping his freezer

full, he’s won two IBO Traditional World Championships,

one IBO Indoor World Championship, three NFAA National

Championships, one IFAA World Field Archery

Championship, and dozens of state and sectional champi-

onships. Who is this world class, barebow archer? TBM’s

own masthead contributor, Jason Wesbrock.

       Jason is a commercial credit analyst and lives in Illinois

with his wife, Christine, and daughter, Rachel. Like him,

they also enjoy archery and bowhunting. Jason’s bowhunt-

ing heritage started with his grandparents, Joseph and Rita

Wesbrock, who took up bowhunting in 1950 and passed the

tradition on to the rest of their family. 

       Jason’s bowhunting career began at age thirteen, during

a two-week-long whitetail hunt in bitter cold weather at his

grandpa’s cabin in Wisconsin. They didn’t use tree stands,

but hunted while perched on the limbs of pine trees. He still

looks back fondly on that hunt, despite getting lost once,

missing two deer, and suffering frostbite in both hands. 

       Jason shot his first tournament in 1985 at the age of

twelve, in the barebow class. He won his class as well as

outscoring the adult barebow winner. Over the next several

years he participated in various archery tournaments, most-

ly 3-D and indoor target. Between high school wrestling and

the death of his grandfather in 1988, his love for archery and

bowhunting faded a bit during his late teens. 

       After high school graduation he devoted more time to

bowhunting and competitive shooting, winning several state

and sectional championships. A few years later he met

Christine, and between starting a family and a career, his

passion for archery and bowhunting once again took a back

seat.

An Interview With ...

Jason Wesbrock
By Denny Sturgis Jr.

Jason with an Ontario, Canada moose he took in

2010 with one of his own homemade recurves. He

retired the bow after this hunt.
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       In 1999, an old acquaintance of Jason’s moved back to

town and stopped by to show him an Osage selfbow he’d

made. The two of them shot that bow in his back yard until

nightfall. A few days later, Jason was talking to his dad on

the phone. He happened to mention how much fun he’d had

shooting a selfbow and that it reminded him of the joy he’d

experienced as a kid. Jason actually started off shooting a

recurve when he was little, but switched to shooting a com-

pound instinctively at age twelve because he wasn’t strong

enough for a hunting weight recurve. His dad said he still

had grandpa’s old Root Game-Master recurve and offered it

to him. Jason fletched some arrows, practiced, and took a

deer with that bow four months later on the opening week-

end of archery season.

      DS: What was your favorite hunt, and what species

would be at the top of your wish list?

      JW: In 2006 I hunted moose in Ontario with a friend

calling and guiding for me. We went after moose in the morn-

ings and evening, with middays spent hunting grouse. If I

had to choose one species that would be at the top of my wish

list it would be Dall sheep, although I’d need to take about a

year just to get in shape.

       One of my favorite days afield was when my wife killed

her first deer. I’m very blessed that my wife and daughter

both share my passion for archery and bowhunting. Half the

venison in our freezer right now was put there by the women

in our household, and I think that’s pretty cool.

      DS: Can you give us a description of your archery gear?

      JW: Since switching back to traditional archery in the

late ’90s, I’ve successfully hunted with a variety of bows,

In his shop laying out a new takedown recurve bow.

http://www.traditionalarcheryproducts.com
http://www.thunderhornmfg.com
http://www.nwarchery.com
mailto:littlesuckling@aol.com
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everything from selfbows I’ve made to laminated one-piece

wood recurves and metal risers with carbon/foam limbs.

Having a 32” draw length, my arrow choices get somewhat

limited, and these days I prefer the simplicity of carbon. I

cap, crest, and fletch my hunting arrows identical to the last

dozen arrows my grandfather made—four-fletched with

four-inch helical feathers. I find this makes for a very stable

hunting arrow.

       My current hunting set-up is a metal riser with

carbon/foam limbs pulling 56# @ 32”. My arrows are tipped

with 125-grain two-blade broadheads and weigh a total of

500 grains. They’ve passed completely through every species

I’ve hunted with them, up to and including bull moose.

       My target setup is a metal riser with carbon/foam limbs.

It is 70” long and draws 44# @ 32”. The arrows weigh 245

grains and shoot 230 fps off an elevated rest with a cushion

plunger. Depending on the class I enter, I may or may not use

a clicker (draw check device).

       I also build my own endless loop bowstrings. I like my

nocks to clip lightly on the string and adjust the nock fit by

using the proper diameter serving material.

      DS: How about your string hand? Do you use a glove or

tab?

      JW: I use a calf hair tab that lets me feel my anchor

with my fingertips and come off the string very clean. I have

shot with a glove in the past, but never as well as I do with

a tab.

      DS: Can you explain your tuning techniques?

Everything in this photo, except the color photo of

Jason and the deer hide, belonged to his grandfather,

who introduced Jason to the bow and arrow.

Over the years, Jason has used every barebow aiming

system, but has settled on what he calls a fixed crawl,

which he explains in the text on the next page.

http://www.abowyer.com
http://www.acsbows.com
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      JW: I use paper tuning to start, bare shaft tuning to dial

things in a little better, and then use the size and location of

my groups to fine tune. I think many people over-complicate

the tuning process. It’s just nock height and spine. If your

arrow leaves the bow nock left, it’s too weak. If it’s nock right

it’s too stiff. The opposite is true for left-handed shooters.

Start off intentionally nock high and lower your nock set a

little at a time until it’s leaving the bow level. If you’re prop-

erly tuned, your field points and broadheads should fly

exactly the same.

      DS: Does the target shooting have any negative effects

on your hunting accuracy?

      JW: There seems to be a misconception that target

archery isn’t conducive to bowhunting. Many of the old time

hunters such as Bear, Hill, and Young were champion

archers at one point in their careers. I grew up in a family

that shot field archery in the summer and bowhunted in the

fall. I think if someone would have told them that shooting

targets wasn’t good for their bowhunting they’d have just

laughed. The basic principles of a good shot don’t change

regardless if you are at a tournament or hunting.

Participating in target archery has definitely made me a bet-

ter hunting shot.

      DS: Do you have any tips for selecting a bow and arrow

set-up?

      JW: For the most part, there is no substitute for accura-

cy. I’m personally not a fan of extremes. I don’t want to hunt

with super light equipment, nor do I need a Cape buffalo

setup to hunt whitetail deer. My personal equipment is

overkill for the Midwestern animals I hunt, but I shoot it

well, and if I ever get the chance to hunt elk or moose again

I won’t have to change a thing. Having confidence in your

equipment is very important.

       DS: Can you share a few thoughts on how you handle

the pressure of these national and world tournaments?

      JW: Winning tournaments is just like making good

hunting shots. It’s all about controlling what happens

between your ears. Once you understand the physical part of

archery, the hardest thing is the mental game. Sometimes I

like to remember a comment by world champion barebow

field archer Mark Applegate. He said not to get caught up in

trying to outscore people, just try to perfect your shot. It’s a

simple principle whether hunting or target shooting. Focus

on the process of shooting your arrow and let the results fol-

low.

      DS: Can you explain the aiming system you use for

hunting?

      JW: Over the past 32-plus years, I’ve used every bare-

bow aiming system from instinctive to gap, pick-a-point, and

string-walking. For the last several years I’ve been using

what is called a fixed crawl. It’s simply holding the string a

fixed distance below the arrow nock so that, at a medium

hunting distance, you’re aiming with the tip of the arrow

exactly on what you want to hit. For shots closer you aim a

little lower. For farther ones you aim a little higher. It’s

incredibly simple and deadly.

An avid whitetail bowhunter, Jason took this buck in

Juneau County, Wisconsin in 2010.

http://www.lostnationarchery.com
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      DS: I know at one time you experienced issues with tar-

get panic. Can you explain it and how you overcame this

common problem?

      JW: In 2003, I developed a bad case of freezing off tar-

get. At twenty yards I would lock up with the arrow pointing

8-10 inches to the right of where I needed to aim. To shoot I’d

pitch my bow to the left and release on the move. In early

2006 it got so bad I could no longer consistently hit the vitals

of a whitetail target at ten yards. After trying to control my

shot and failing with every “guaranteed” technique I could

find, I eventually started shooting with a clicker. At first it

was all I could do to keep my arrows on a two-foot square

bag at close range. But eventually my shot control returned,

and archery became fun for me again.

      DS: Any advice for an archer experiencing target panic

symptoms?

      JW: I don’t think there is one simple solution that works

for everyone. Some people respond very well to the type of

shooting drills folks like Jay Kidwell and Rod Jenkins teach.

Others may have to implement something like a clicker. I

suggest people keep trying different things until they find

what works for them. If you’re going to use a clicker, learn

with a bow at least 10-15 pounds lighter than what you usu-

ally shoot and give it at least a month. Learning to shoot

with a clicker is very physically taxing. If possible, try to find

a good Olympic-style shooter in your area to help you

through the process.

      DS: So, once you use a clicker do you always have to use

one?

      JW: After several years of shooting exclusively with a

clicker I’ve managed to transition off one. But for me it

requires constant work to make sure I don’t let my target

panic take over again. Of the three NFAA national champi-

onships I won since developing target panic, two were with-

out a clicker. For me, shooting with a clicker is more physi-

cally challenging, but shooting without one requires much

more mental discipline.

      DS: Is there any difference between your shots if you

are hunting or competing?

      JW: Yes. When I’m competing or practicing I shoot at a

slow, deliberate pace progressing through my shot one step

at a time. If anything feels off at any time during that

process I start over from the beginning. This constant delib-

erate work allows me to go somewhat on autopilot for hunt-

ing shots. When an animal presents itself I’m not thinking

about my grip on the string or back tension. I think about

that spot where I want to see my fletching disappear and let

my subconscious mind do the rest.

      DS: Jason, as your friend, I know you’re not into tooting

your own horn. I really appreciate you taking the time to

share your experiences and expertise and am honored to

chronicle them. Is there anything else you’d like to add?

      JW: I guess I’d like to encourage archers to look for new

ways to improve their accuracy. Being a better shot can only

help you as a hunter. But if you want to change your accura-

cy, you must be willing to change how you shoot. Doing the

same thing will only give you the same results. As

bowhunters, we think nothing of changing our clothing, gear,

or exercise routine to make ourselves better hunters. But for

some reason, the idea of changing how we hold the bow-

string or aim the arrow is taboo. I think the only thing keep-

ing most of us back is fear of change. With an open mind

there’s really nothing we can’t accomplish.

Small game is hard to pass up for Jason. He took this

squirrel while deer hunting in 2005.

Editors’ Note

Beginning in our upcoming Apr/May issue, Jason Wesbrock

and Fred Asbell will begin to write our new Traditional

Shooting column, with a piece from each of them appearing

in alternate issues.



BB
eyond the trailhead the moun-

tains lift abruptly, rugged

slopes broken by rocky ledges

and narrow canyons. The rough uneven

trail winds along a narrow ridge

through thick forest and deadfall tim-

ber. We gradually make our ascent up

the steep rocky path, gaining some

2,000 feet in elevation in less than two

miles. Our backpacks are laden down

with supplies for a weeklong hunt. This

is my third bowhunting trip for elk in

the high country wilderness of the

Uncompahgre National Forest in south-

western Colorado.

    My hunting companions Karl Van

Kalcar and his son Anders are adept

woodsmen familiar with the mountains.

Every year they devote many days to

climbing high peaks and exploring

remote and hidden places to find prime

hunting areas. A tall, stalky man, Karl

was a semi-professional track star who

now keeps fit by coaching the local high

school cross-country team. Anders is a

stoutly built athlete who can run a mile

in under five minutes. These two

bowhunters make short work of rough

mountain trails.

    It is a beautiful sunny day. Recent

rains add the smell of fresh earth and

pine to the thin mountain air. We arrive

at our destination midafternoon happy

to find that our favorite camp site is

unoccupied. After freeing ourselves of

the burden of our backpacks we set up

our accommodations and collect ample

firewood. Our hunting campsite is on a

small, flat bench, one of the rare level

areas available on the mountain.

Behind camp lies a steep-walled

drainage hosting a small creek. The

clear, frigid waters originate from a

series of seeps under the rocky rim of

the canyon walls.

    For a time, we tinker with our

archery equipment and shoot a few

rounds before heading into the woods

for an evening hunt. We cross the roam-

ing creek behind camp and cut upslope

into heavy mature timber. There among

the blow downs we find a graveyard of

old bleached bones. Ribs, legs, vertebrae

and skulls represent the scattered

remains of elk that once wandered the
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Elk Dreams



mountainside. We pick our way upslope

traveling along deeply worn game

trails, and become encouraged by the

promising amount of fresh tracks and

ample elk sign.

    Before long we hear the first bugle, a

short, unenthusiastic bellow. The call

originated from not far away on the

other side of a small draw. Turning back

I see Anders’ great smile and Karl

excitably dancing around. Collecting

ourselves, we advance up to the edge of

a grassy opening surrounded by bright-

ly colored aspens. We skirt the bottom

edge of the meadow, mindful to keep

within the cover of the thick timber.

Glancing up, I catch sight of antlers as

a solo bull leisurely grazes through the

meadow some seventy yards above us.

We stand, watching him go until the

bull walks out of sight. Then Karl

retreats downhill into the shadows,

intending to call the bull to within

shooting range. Anders and I move to

the edge of the clearing and quietly

spread out taking concealed positions

within the trees and downed timber.

The wind is in our favor, gently drifting

downslope into the steep canyon below.

    Once set up, Karl makes a series of

three subtle cow calls. Hearing this, the

bull immediately sounds off and starts

slowly ambling down through the tall

grass, pausing occasionally to search

the woods for sign of the cow. Soon the

bull walks within shooting range of

Anders, but unfortunately tree branch-

es obstruct the lane. Rather than take a

risky shot, Anders wisely keeps still

and lets the bull pass by.

    Time seems to slow as the bull is now

just fifteen yards away, facing me. Then

he pauses momentarily as the wind

abruptly shifts, drafting my scent

toward him. A well-timed cow call from

downhill entices him to step forward

and saunter behind a tree as I come to

full draw and the wind carries my scent

dangerously close. Then the bull

emerges broadside at eight yards, and I

struggle to maintain focus on aiming

the arrow at the crease behind the

shoulder. Suddenly a violent flinch rat-

tles my body. I nearly drop the string

prematurely but somehow manage to

hold on.

    Regaining some composure, I pull

back, release, and watch my arrow

strike the bull with a sharp crack, in

line with the shoulder crease, some-

what high but within the area of the

vitals. As the elk reels its massive body

around and runs downhill, I see that

the arrow penetration is poor, only

about one-third of the shaft. A series of

quick, loud cow calls seems to calm him

down, slowing his exit to a trot.

Remaining still as the bull trots out of

sight, we soon hear faint sounds of

sticks breaking followed by uninter-

rupted silence.

    After some time has passed, we find

the fletched end of the arrow lying just

a few yards from where it struck the

bull. Examination confirms that the

arrow penetrated just ten inches, leav-

ing just some hair and a little blood on

the broken shaft. Given the marginal

shot placement and the poor penetra-

tion, we decide to return in the morning

to take up the blood trail. We silently

back out of the area and return to camp

in the dark.

    I’m too worried to sleep. I pass the

night obsessively replaying the shot in

my mind dozens of times. I pray that

the bull died humanely, and that we

will successfully recover the animal in

the morning. At some point late at night

I finally drift off to sleep and dream. In

my dream, I’m in a dark forest standing

in the cool moonlight when a great bull

elk emerges from the blackness. I’m

apprehensive as the majestic bull

strides up and stands in front of me.

The bull looks unwaveringly at me, and

we silently acknowledge one another

until he turns to leave and quietly van-

ishes back into the blackness of night.

I’m left feeling humbled by the

encounter.

    The light of dawn finally arrives. We

wake up, make coffee and breakfast,

gather our gear, and hike up the hill to

take up the blood trail where the bro-

ken arrow lay. We find deep prints along
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the bull’s path, but little or no sign of

blood. Carefully we follow the tracks,

which lead to a small aspen grove. With

growing reservations I scan the woods

with my binoculars and feel awestruck

when I realize that the bull is lying at

the base of the hill, dead. He’d died

quickly, falling merely eighty yards

from where the arrow struck him. The

broadhead did its work admirably, cut-

ting through the top of both lungs. High

shot placement explained the lack of

blood along his exit trail. A tremendous

sensation of relief washes over me as I

admire the body of the splendid animal,

a young six-by-seven bull weighing a

healthy 600 pounds.

    Although we’d planned to hunt for at

least seven days, I’d harvested my bull

within an hour of arriving. Even luckier

was the fact that the bull died less than

a hundred yards from camp. My wilder-

ness companions and I spent the

remainder of the day joyfully sharpen-

ing knives, butchering elk, and hauling

hundreds of pounds of meat and antlers

down the steep twisty trail to the truck.

Through hard work and perseverance

we got the animal to the custom butch-

er in short order.

    We returned to the mountain the fol-

lowing day with optimistic hopes that I

could return the favor of calling in and

hauling out a bull for my hunting com-

panions. Each day we emerged from our

camp in the dark and trekked many

miles over narrow ridges, forested

benches, and steep drainages in search

of elk, only navigating back to camp

after the sun had set. Although we had

numerous close encounters, that neces-

sary combination of skill and luck

required to kill an elk with a bow did

not come to fruition. At the end of the

week we hiked off the mountain and

returned home ready for a hearty meal,

hot shower, and good night’s rest.

    Backpacking into remote wilderness

areas and hunting big game with tradi-

tional archery tackle are not easy tasks.

They require diligence, knowledge, hard

work, and planning. Many traditional

bowhunters feel that the measure of

success is equal to the means employed.

We choose to use traditional methods

because it is “a worthy pursuit.” In the

end, many things came together on this

backwoods hunt. I know that I’m lucky,

and I couldn’t feel more content having

fulfilled a long held goal to harvest a

bull elk with my longbow. I will return

to the backcountry to hunt again, per-

haps to enjoy another humbling

encounter with the majestic elk spirits

that inhabit this remote wilderness.

    Finally, I want to thank my hunting

companions for generously sharing

their secret hunting spots and for being

good, light hearted company in camp.

Sincere thanks are also due to my mag-

nificent wife and lovely daughter, who

support my hunting excursions.

    Alex DeGeorgey is a consulting

archaeologist who lives in northern

California. This is his first contribution

to the magazine.
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The author with his backcountry elk.

Equipment Notes

Alex harvested this bull elk with a

Morrison ILF riser equipped with 52-

pound Centaur longbow limbs, a 550-

grain Goldtip Kinetic XT 500 carbon

shaft, and a Grizzly single bevel

broadhead.

http://www.doanarchery.com


SS
omething brushed against fir

needles. Was it the bear or

another owl? An immature

screech owl perched above me in the

encroaching night and clicked its beak.

The blood trail led into a thicket of

sapling firs, but it was too dark to see

beyond the first layer of branches. At

this point I was unsure if my “well-

placed” arrow had killed the bear, and I

had to decide if I should continue to

track a potentially injured bear in the

dark or return tomorrow morning.

    It was late August, during the early

archery season. The wilderness area I

usually hunt was closed because of forest

fires, and most public lands were too

smoky to enjoy. For these reasons I was

sitting on a rock next to a cherry thicket

near a peak amidst road-hunted nation-

al forest. The sun was sinking and light

reflected off smoke particles in the air,

giving the woods a soft, warm glow. The

afternoon wind had been erratic, but it

finally calmed down enough to let cool-

ing thermals start working downhill.

Squirrels chattered in the distance, occa-

sionally interrupted by the thumping of

a white-headed woodpecker. Smoke over-

whelmed the other usual aromas, but a

subtle waft of sun-heated fir needles

would drift past my nose once in a while.

    I was hunting as much to enjoy an

evening in the woods as to see a deer or

a bear. I had been sitting for two hours

without any sign of large game when I

heard the unmistakable sound of a bear

walking through the forest. Snap.

Crack. Swish. Silence. The noise origi-

nated behind me, maybe seventy yards

away. I quietly stood and oriented

myself in that direction. There was a

brief pause, and then a few twigs broke

again as a bear walked toward me.

    I first caught sight of the bear forty

yards away. It was walking straight in

to where I sat perched, but its route

would either go above me or below. As I

waited to see which path it would walk,

it became clear it was moving below me.

When it was behind a tree, I shifted into

a good shooting position.

    I only remember thinking one

thought at this point: “Holy crap, this is

going to be close!” Walking around the

tree, the bear appeared a few yards

below me. When it was broadside, I

drew, aimed, and released the arrow

with pure focus on a spot and no think-

ing involved. Immediately, the bright

colored fletching intertwined with dark

black fur, tight behind the arm and low

in the chest cavity. The bear erupted

into a furious snarling growl that shook

me to my core, snapped at the arrow,

and then bolted off in the direction from

which it had approached.

    I stood with shaking legs and pound-

ing heart, trying to listen in the dis-

tance for some sign of the bear’s demise.

I could see eighty yards through the

trees and hear farther. But it did not go

down in sight, nor was there any audi-

ble sound I could rely on to know I had
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Persistence Pays Off
By A. Preston Taylor

Hunting bears the hard way (without hounds or bait) is best done by

locating food sources, and then either waiting in ambush or sneaking

through the area. Blackberries are one of the early food sources black

bears are eating at our location.



made a quick kill. One hour remained

until darkness settled on the mountain.

I decided to start tracking after a ten

minute wait and at least get up to

where I had last seen the animal.

Hopefully I would be able to see the

bear, dead in the forest beyond my cur-

rent line of sight.

    I was relieved to start with a good

blood trail, even though I knew it could

mean a marginal shot. I had seen the

arrow hit the sweet spot and hoped for

the best. Tracking was not too difficult

for the first stretch. With reliable blood

sign and good tracks from running feet,

I was able to move 500 yards along the

trail. However, eventually shadows

deepened as owls and bats started fly-

ing. I stood on the trail with a

metaphorical intersection ahead and

had a private conversation with myself.

    “Should I continue tracking? I

thought the shot looked good and it

should be dead. Plus it might be too

warm tonight and start spoiling the

meat.” So said my eager side.

    “It’s gone too far for an animal shot

in the heart, both lungs, or a major

artery. The brush is getting thick, and I

may encounter a wounded bear at point

blank range in the dark if it’s still

alive.” Thus countered my conservative

self.

    I decided to go home and come back

at first light to finish the job. The deci-

sion weighed heavily on me, and after

only two hours of fretful sleep I was

heading back up the mountain in the

predawn light with my friend and fel-

low bowhunter, Matt Brinkman.

    We pushed through the boughs of a

fir tree where I had stopped tracking

the previous night and came upon a
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An ambush spot I set up. In this unusually dry year, I chose to hunt

over springs. This wet seep still held lush herbaceous plant growth

and free water.

http://www.kenetrek.com
http://www.ranchosafari.com


place where the bear had paused for

some time. It’s possible the animal was

standing there while I was deliberating

going home the previous evening. Small

pools of blood circled a shallow depres-

sion, but the trail continued on and we

followed anxiously. We still found blood,

but the tracking was becoming more

challenging. After moving another 200

yards, the blood trail just plain

stopped—in a location where we should

have been able to see blood easily if the

stricken animal had continued on the

game trail.

    We spent the next half hour follow-

ing out all the bear trails from our last

confirmed sign, but did not find any

more blood or tracks we could be posi-

tive were from the bear I had shot.

There are a lot of bears in this neck of

the woods. In fact, we are home to the

highest density of black bears on the

continent (up to four per square mile),

and bear tracks littered the forest floor.

Without any rain to help age tracks, a

guy could follow day-old bear trails for

hours with no blood. We needed to find

positive sign.

    Below the last blood grew a thicket

of hazelnuts. We had both cut the uphill

side of the brush looking for the bear’s

trail, but had not found it. Now I decid-

ed we should go down below and cut the

bottom. I walked along the downhill

side of the brush and checked every

bear track coming out of it for blood, but

did not find any. So, I decided it was

time to dive in and crawl through those
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This tracking job proved to be the exception. The bear left a good blood

trail because the arrow exited through the brisket. However, well-hit

bears often leave very little blood sign. At those times, a hunter prays

their tracking skills are up to par.

The author with his California black bear.
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hazelnuts. Deep in the middle of the

shrubs I found the bear, dead. Relief

washed over me as I yelled to Matt that

I had located the animal To be honest, I

first yelled, “Oh, sh*#!” when I almost

stepped on the carcass and my heart

started racing again. But it was imme-

diately clear the bear had died long ago

during the night. We figured it had run

out of blood, grown faint, and made a

last ditch effort to hide by going down

into the thickest brush around.

    The hill was too steep and too far

from the truck to carry the bear out

whole, so we began the unusually enjoy-

able process of deconstructing an ani-

mal in the woods and hauling out the

meat. First, I determined that the bear

was an old, dry sow. In the absence of

cubs, distinguishing boars from sows in

the field can be difficult, especially in

thick cover. In California, as in most

states, adult sows are legal game as

long as no cubs accompany them, as

was the case with this one.

    Next, I had to know what my arrow

had done. The shot had looked so good,

but she had traveled an awfully long

distance. Because I was perched on a

rock on a hillside and the bear had been

below me, the shot angle had been

much steeper than I had realized. This

resulted in my arrow entering her chest

cavity where I wanted, but exiting

through the brisket. The broadhead had
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Bagging up the meat for the pack out. The author’s hunting partner, Matt

Brinkman, bags one of the bear’s hindquarters.

http://www.hickorysticklongbows.com
http://www.timberhawkbows.com
http://www.footedshaftllc.com


only taken out one lung, which was why

she had gone so far.

    In a discussion with a far more expe-

rienced bear hunter than me, Don

Thomas, he had surmised the entire sit-

uation when I gave him the details of

the shot and the first night’s tracking

scenario. When I told him the rest of the

story he said I not only made the right

decision to come back in the morning

for my own safety, but if I had spooked

her while she was still alive, the bear

would have probably run beyond my

ability to track her down.

    As Matt and I packed out the meat,

hide, and skull, smoke from the nearby

fires clouded the sky. Sweat poured off

our bodies in the rising heat. I was

lucky that the evening had been cool

enough to keep any meat from spoiling,

and we were carrying home some hard

earned food. Our calves and quads

burned while hiking up the steep slope,

but the work felt welcome. Such

moments are few and far between, and

I relished the feeling of participating in

the real world—the natural world.

    Preston Taylor works as a wildlife

technician for the Yurok tribe on the

Klamath River, in California.

Making Bear Sausage

    There are only so many ways to

make tough meat tender. I’ve had my

share of bear stews and chilis, and was

looking for an alternative preparation

for bear meat. Heather, my wife, sug-

gested we finally buy that meat grinder

we’ve been talking about for years. We

purchased the American made

Megaforce grinder and went to a butch-

er shop for bulk spice packages. I esti-

mated that we had 60 pounds of pure

meat, so we bought three flavors of

spice mix and 15 pounds of hog fat. The

spice flavors we chose were breakfast

sausage, herb-garlic, and chorizo.

    During our previous sausage making

experiences, we used an old school,

hand-cranked grinder. It required us to

trim as much of the silver connective

tissue from the meat as possible, which

is very labor intensive. The electric

grinder ate through tendons and gave

the burger meat some loft.

   We’ve served friends our bear

sausage, and most people think it tastes

like store bought meat. My favorite is

the chorizo flavor, but I think Heather

prefers the breakfast sausage, which

makes really good biscuits and gravy!
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Black Bear Chorizo Tacos

    1 lb. chorizo-flavored ground bear meat

    Avocados

    Cilantro

    Lime

    Cabbage or pickled onion-carrot mixture

    Radish

    Salsa

    Cheese

    Rice

    Canned tomatoes

    Refried beans

    Tortillas

    Cook the rice and add a can of chopped tomatoes to make Spanish rice. Heat up the beans. Often, we will buy a can of

refried beans and add cheese and milk to give them more texture. Slice up the condiments so they can be placed on tacos

(avocados, cilantro, cabbage, radish, lime, cheese). We prefer to get everything ready to eat before cooking the meat and tor-

tillas, so the tortillas remain hot and soft as we eat.

    Cook the chorizo on medium-high heat with a little butter until the meat is cooked well done (this is important when eat-

ing bear, because it can harbor trichinosis just like pork). We heat our tortillas in the toaster oven, but they are also good

fried in oil. Furthermore, we use the small tortillas and make “street tacos” that are little. This way we can make a bunch of

tacos instead of one or two huge ones.

    When the chorizo and tacos are ready, pop a cerveza and enjoy!

Equipment Notes

On this bear hunt, the author carried

a 55# Whisper Stix longbow, Gold Tip

shafts, and 300-grain Tuffheads.



AA
s the sky brightened in the

east, shadows and obscure

forms began to take on recog-

nizable shapes inside my pronghorn

antelope blind. I could now see my

recurve bow leaning in the corner, and

the once dark blob next to it showed

itself as my well-worn pack. The still

water in a stock tank ten yards from

where I crouched reflected the orange

sky. Smells, not beholden to light or

dark, had been assaulting me since I

entered the six-by-eight foot plywood

structure. I had disassembled and

stored the blind against a wooden wind-

break near the stock tank after the pre-

vious year’s hunting season. When my

hunting partner and I put the blind

back together, we found that numerous

field mice and a wood rat had made a

home among the lumber. Mice and rat

droppings lined the edges of the blind,

and the pungent vinegar-like smell of

urine permeated the air. With the

ascent of the sun, the winds followed

suit. Fortunately, the stiff breeze took

some of the foul odor with it.

    Before the season began, we had

placed the front edge of the structure on

a railroad tie to give us some more

headroom. We had overdone it a tad, so

I lowered the front onto a couple of two-

by-fours upon my early morning

arrival. Little did I know the gap it cre-

ated between the ground and the blind’s

lower edge could have left me dead.

    We had been seeing a great buck,

with broad, sharply forward-angled

antlers that were unique compared to

the classic upright style. I passed on a

few smaller bucks while I waited for the

bruiser to show. After twelve hours of

waiting, I turned and saw that a wood

rat had found its way in through a view-

ing hole and was in the blind with me.

Using the limb of my recurve, I would

lead him out, only to have him jump

back in. I finally opened the little three-

by-four foot entry door in back and,

pushing him out with the bow, shut the

door behind him.
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Big Red
By Mark Nelson

The author searching for bucks at dawn in the Wyoming prairie.

Lower right—The wood rat who sought shelter in the author’s blind.



    After getting settled back in and

resuming glassing, I chuckled at how

difficult it had been removing the rat

from the blind. Just then, some sixth

sense caused me to look down by my

feet. My heart skipped a beat when I

saw that an outstretched rattlesnake

had made its way into the blind through

the gap and now lay only a few inches

away! I understand rattlesnake behav-

ior, but I’m afraid my brain locked up as

I thought I could prompt him out of the

blind using my judo-pointed arrow as a

stick. At the prod, the snake coiled and

filled the small space with a dry, rasp-

ing buzz, like a thousand demonic

grasshoppers. Backing against the wall,

I could only get three feet away from

the scaly threat.

    I thought about putting an arrow

into the snake in those close quarters,

but it was between my bow and me.

Unfortunately, I had latched the door

upon evicting the wood rat and now had

to turn my back on the snake. Panic

replaced my fine motor skills, and it

seemed like an eternity before my fum-

bling fingers could work the latch and

open the door. I shot out of the small

opening and rolled to my feet.

    Working my way around to the front

of the blind, I saw that the rattlesnake

had exited. My judo-tipped arrow, this

time propelled by my bow, put an

abrupt end to his noise-making. He was

a big boy, a little over four feet long,

with quite a girth on him. After my

brain cleared, I realized why the wood

rat was so reluctant to leave. I’m sure

he had an encounter with that snake

and felt no inclination to get out of my

blind. It also hit me how close I had

come to getting bitten by that rattler.

My truck was about a half mile away, on

the other side of a steep hill. My heart

would have been pumping his venom

through my veins…

    I shook the thought from my head

and called it a day. Deer and elk season

were just around the corner, and at that

moment hunting them looked much

more attractive than the near death-

box I had been sitting in. Removing the

head from the snake, I grabbed the still-

writhing body and made the hike to my

truck. I’ve got an Osage-orange log that

I hope to make into a selfbow, and I fig-

ured the skin would make a nice back-
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With the wind and rocks at their backs and their eyes forward, these bucks are secure in their beds.

http://www.weswallacebows.com


ing on it someday.

    Truck problems kept me from hunt-

ing opening day for deer and elk, but by

day two I was in the hills glassing for

mule deer. The rattlesnake stayed on

my mind as I hiked through the

mahogany and broken rocks. That was

probably not a bad thing, as this coun-

try has even more snakes than where I

hunt antelope a few miles to the east. I

decided earlier to hold off on taking a

mule deer unless he was exceptional. I

don’t always hold to that decision, as I

find it hard to pass on a buck that offers

a shot. But this season marked my for-

tieth year of bowhunting, and I wanted

to celebrate the occasion with a special

buck. I really wanted to get one in vel-

vet and knew that opportunity only

presents itself during the first week of

the season here in Wyoming.

    After forty years in the field, you

would think my rookie mistakes would

be over. I disprove that theory almost

every outing, and this hunt would be no

different. As I headed for a high, jum-

bled rock outcropping that would make

a perfect place to glass from, a thought

whispered from the deep recesses of my

mind: “Glass that hill before you hike

up there.” Hearing it too late, I jumped

a beautiful buck from his bed—a bed

that would have offered a perfect stalk-

ing opportunity. The buck and the little

fork-horn with him disappeared from

sight. Hurrying to the crest of the hill I

saw them about a half mile away, head-

ing toward a bachelor group of five

bucks bedded in the sage. A massive

four-by-four with reddish, velvet-cov-

ered antlers lay watching the two new-

comers approach. The bachelor group

seemed to calm the new arrivals. As the

two began to feed, the others joined in.
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The author’s ground blind in prime pronghorn antelope and rattlesnake country.

The author made quick work of the

big rattler, which he plans on

using to back an Osage selfbow.

http://www.foxarchery.com


That red velvet buck was the one I

wanted. I named him “Big Red” and

made a silent oath not to compromise.

    I prefer to stalk a buck when he is in

his bed, allowing me to plan my

approach in a carefully thought-out

manner. However, as it was about an

hour from sunset, these bucks had feed-

ing, not sleeping, on their minds.

Hustling down a draw out of sight of the

deer, I stopped a hundred yards from

them as the seven bucks fed toward the

top of a hill. Providence was on my side

as one by one they fed out of sight over

the rise, with Big Red taking up the

rear. As I jogged to where they disap-

peared, a still, small voice whispered to

me. A spike buck, who had been feeding

in the open, watched for a few moments

in astonishment as the camouflaged fig-

ure moved toward him. Seeing enough,

he vanished over the hill, taking all

seven bucks with him. Another foolish

move cost me an opportunity.

    After a restless night, I was once

again perched on my vantage point

overlooking the broken hills where I

had first seen the big buck. To my relief,

the eight bucks were still in the country.

Four, including Big Red, had moved into

the little basin a hundred yards below

me. After feeding for some time, the

bucks got that “going to bed” look about

them. When I shifted position slightly

to watch, one of the bucks caught my

movement and bounded away, dragging

the other three with him. It is great

being on so many bucks, but numbers

can also be a hindrance. Too many eyes

are sometimes tough to overcome. It

was easy to make excuses, and I knew

the bucks had left because of another

dumb move on my part.

    A little before noon I found the bach-

elor group a mile to the north, so I head-

ed their way. It wasn’t long before I was

a hundred yards downwind of the

group. With my boots off, I dodged cac-

tus spines until I was hunkered down

within fifty yards of Big Red, unable to

get closer without spooking him. The

rest of the bucks were scattered around

enjoying the shade in various beds. It

was a pleasure to watch him so closely

for nearly two hours. I also knew that I

was living on borrowed time—being so

close for so long invites a change in the

wind. That, or some other variable,

would eventually expose me.

    A smaller buck was acting nervous

and decided to bed a couple of hundred

yards away. The bond was strong among

the bachelors, as they all shortly moved

off to join the small buck. Big Red bed-

ded beneath a rock where I thought I

might have a chance at him.

Approaching slowly, I had narrowed the

distance to forty yards when an uncon-
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trollable coughing fit hit me. When the

fit subsided, I looked through the brush

and saw that Big Red had, of course,

vanished. Four times I had blown it,

and I doubted I would get another

chance.

    The years have taught me to roll

with the punches. I could be dour and

angry for missing all of those opportuni-

ties. While I was frustrated and a little

ticked at myself, I’d had the pleasure of

being afield with so many bucks and

had enjoyed the privilege of watching

some big deer at close range. The last

couple of days would have been more

than a fine way to commemorate forty

years with a bow in my hand. I was still

going to hunt hard, but with an attitude

that my goal was the journey.

    The immediate area I was hunting is

similar to a high-backed chair. The left

and right edges of the chair drop off to

creek-filled cottonwood draws, while

the front of the chair makes a precipi-

tous fall to flood-irrigated meadows.

The back of the chair is rough, broken

country, with boulders the size of hous-

es stacked on each other to the top of

the mountain. These bachelor bucks

seemed reluctant to leave this fortress,

so I once again climbed my turret of

rocks and glassed as the morning

dawned.

    I soon spotted four of the bucks near-

ly a mile away, but I did not see my vel-

vet-covered friend. Then as the sun rose

over hills, I spotted a tall four-by-four

300 yards downhill. This was the same

buck that had blown my cover in this

little bowl two mornings ago, taking Big

Red with him. As I watched through the

spotting scope, red velvet antler tips

came into view. I held my breath, hop-

ing this was my deer. A moment later,

the rest of the antlers appeared. Big

Red was still in his haunts. A third little

buck joined them as they all fed uphill

toward the basin below me.

    I worked my way halfway down on

the east side of the bowl and continued

watching. As the deer approached with-

in 150 yards, I felt certain that Big Red

would be heading for the bed he wanted

two mornings earlier. I eased myself

between a “V” in the boulders and wait-

ed near his bed. Providence seemed to

be smiling on me once again as the

three deer fed near me, with Big Red

the closest. As he disappeared behind a

truck-sized rock, I eased closer, the stiff

wind forming pools of tears in my eyes.

He reappeared at eleven yards, directly

facing me, stripping leaves from a

clump of bitterbrush. As he fed his way

around the shrub, he eventually offered

a broadside shot. The arrow flew true.

Watching as he ran, I could clearly see

the white feathers showing in his side. I

didn’t have to dust off my tracking

skills, as he went down in sight. I gath-

ered my pack and spotting scope and

slowly made my way to the fallen buck,

not wanting the journey to end.

    Mark Nelson is employed with the

Wyoming Game and Fish Department,

where he was a game warden for twenty

years before taking an administrative

job at the Department headquarters

office in Cheyenne. Mark has been

bowhunting for the past forty years.
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The author with “Big Red”—a beautiful Wyoming mule deer in velvet.

Equipment Notes

On this hunt, the author carried a

54# Wes Wallace recurve, Traditional

Only shafts, and 140-grain Grizzly

broadheads.

http://www.bowhuntingsafari.com


DD
uring the first half of TBM’s

life as the major periodical

for traditional archers, hardly

an issue came that didn’t have informa-

tion on the basic construction of wood

arrows, characteristics of different

woods, or customizing your wood

arrows. I am sure that woodies outnum-

bered the mainstream aluminum with

traditionalists during this period. With

the proliferation of carbon shafts in the

last ten years, traditional archers seem

to have put wood on the back burner.

That is a shame, for few things give me

more pleasure in archery than con-

structing a good wood arrow. Sadly, it

appears that many among the new

influx of traditional archers don’t even

consider wood a viable option.

    There is nothing at all wrong with

carbon. It just isn’t wood and doesn’t

feel right in my hand. Carbon is certain-

ly consistent, has a small diameter, and

is pretty tough, but I could never imag-

ine giving up the feel and beauty of

wood. Maybe it does take more under-

standing of what is required of a good

hunting arrow to produce wood arrows

compared to carbon shafts, but the

learning just adds to the enjoyment. A

wood arrow of proper spine and fletch,

reasonably straight, will shoot much

better than most archers are capable of

shooting. Finding good shafts has

become more difficult in the last twenty

years, but long forgotten good shafting

material is once again available.

    I never really stop making arrows, as

I generally have a shaft in the fletcher

and several hanging from a coat hanger

with the finish drying at any given

time. With a piece of cardboard over the

coffee table to catch the mess, you can

even turn out arrows while staring at

the “brain sucker.” You will quickly get

to where you just don’t want anyone’s

arrows but your own. It’s not hard at

all, they don’t have to be beautifully

crested, and you don’t need a bunch of

dip tubes. I make plenty, and they are

cheap enough this way that I can enjoy

flinging one away at treetop grouse or

that far 3-D target without remorse.

    First come the shafts. One of my large

game favorites, hickory, is not a common
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The Joy of Wooden Arrows
Part One

Simple, but effective; wood arrows just feel right.

Traditional Wisdom By Sterling Holbrook



arrow material these days, but it is avail-

able. A dozen hickory arrows will last a

long time and you will lose rather than

break them. My hickory 28” arrows with

190-grain heads weigh around 800

grains. They certainly are equal in

toughness to any carbon shaft. Many of

you might remember the passage in The

Witchery of Archery when Maurice

Thompson made reference to the Florida

Seminole Tommy’s cane arrow equaling

“…the finest “Highfield Hickory,” which

seemed to be high praise and perked my

interest in both woods again.

    Another wood from days gone by is

yellow birch. This was the favorite hunt-

ing arrow-wood of both Saxton Pope and

Art Young. For that reason alone, last

winter I made another dozen birch

arrows. As with hickory, heat is the best

way to straighten them, and they seal

up very nicely. Though not as tough as

hickory, I have had several survive rock

encounters that would have driven the

insert deep into a carbon shaft. These

arrows usually finish out for me around

650 to 700 grains. They seemed to work

effectively on Art’s moose, brown bear,

Dall’s sheep, and several lions, and prob-

ably will for you too.

    Poplar is another good hardwood. It’s

not as tough as hickory or yellow birch,

but it generally is easier to straighten

and not quite as heavy for those looking

for a lighter arrow. They make fantastic

arrows and will finish a little over 600

grains, a good choice for the neophyte’s

first hardwood arrows. Related species

have been commonly used in Europe for

thousands of years.

    A wood shaft material currently

used by many is laminated hardwood.

While I have several friends and a wife

who prefer laminated birch shafting, I

guess I just like plain wood. This per-

sonal prejudice aside, laminates make a

good hunting arrow, but use the pres-

sure or hook method to straighten

them, not heat, and do not soak them in

any solution that might break down the
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The makings for simple, great wood arrows.

Sight down the shaft for straight-

ness. You can tweak bends in the

shaft by bending it over the palm

of your hand. 

mailto:arrowsticks@gmail.com
http://www.thenockingpoint.com


glue of the laminates. Finished arrows

will generally run 600 to 700 grains

with the head. They are tough.

    Hardwood arrows have a reputation

of being “mushy,” or not recovering from

paradox quickly, but the secret is to get

the moisture stabilized before sealing.

They bare shaft tune just like any

matched shafting of any material. A

shaft should spring back, and hard-

woods should resist much straightening

by hand without heat when properly

dried. An arrow you can bend easily

from one side to the other is too mushy

and may not be dry.

    Excellent softwood choices for hunt-

ing or the range include Douglas fir and

western larch from the West and

Northwest. Very similar, they arrive rel-

atively straight and are easy to

straighten by the compression method.

Both woods are very stable and once

straight tend to stay that way. A 28”

arrow and head will come out at 600

grains in fir and maybe 700 in larch if

you request heavy shafts when order-

ing. If not you will wind up with a 450

to 550-grain arrow in the fir. I have

noticed quite a bit of difference in fir

shafting from different sources. I would

look for shafts from a supplier specializ-

ing in these shafts. Of the two, larch is

my favorite for hunting.

    Port Orford Cedar has been the stan-

dard for a long time and is still the

arrow wood neophyte traditionalists

most often encounter. Over the past

twenty years the quality of cedar seems

to have declined in the arrows I see at

archery gatherings. One trip around a
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Use a hard, round surface, such as bottle, field point, or screwdriver, to

compress the high spots on shafts that don’t stay straight after hand

straightening. The straight grain of a larch shaft

is easy to see.

http://www.spinritecresters.com
http://www.trueflightfeathers.com
http://www.sagarchery.com


3-D course littered with broken arrows,

while following a group of new tradi-

tionalists shooting purchased cedar

arrows of hugely different spine and

weights, underscores why carbon has

such a following. Cedar is certainly one

example of getting what you pay for. A

lot of the bulk arrows sold at gatherings

are not from the premium shafting that

custom cedar arrow-makers use. If you

decide to use cedar, buy the best shaft-

ing you can find. It should have very

tight, straight grain and very fine

growth rings. You will break a few and

it is hard to find a heavy arrow, but pre-

mium cedar shafts sure fly great. The

finest 600-grain arrows I have ever

owned were cedar.

    I prefer to order all shafts with a 10-

inch rear taper. The paradox recovery is

quicker, more weight is forward, and

the arrow will just shoot well. Good

shafting from any shaft supplier should

match the spine indicated. If they are

not within the five-pound spread agreed

upon, send them back. All spine testers

aren’t the same. When ordering from a

new source, I have mailed them one of

my shafts that is the correct spine and

requested that spine. My bow wants 60-

65 spine arrows, not 57 or 68, and when

I pay for quality shafting I really want

them in my spine range. I also order

full-length shafts, not cut and point

tapered, as the ends are very hard to

straighten and the area most in need of

straightening will be cut off. A full-

length shaft can more easily be

straightened out to the length you need

and then cut and point tapered. It is a

simple process.

    No matter what shafting you order,

they will not arrive perfectly straight.

Before sealing, the wood needs time for

the moisture content to stabilize after

shipping. Keep them in a dry location

bundled together, but be careful if you

have ordered 10-inch rear tapered

shafts to keep the rubber band or tape

below the 10-inch taper on the parallel

part of the shaft. I store mine in the loft

or over the hot water heater.

    To heat straighten, I use my kitchen

gas stove top, but some people use a heat

gun. Don’t scorch the wood, but it needs

to be hot to the touch. After straighten-
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The end growth rings on hickory

shafts.

Put grain run out facing nock end

on hand side of arrow and up side

facing forward.The interlocking grain is hard to

decipher on tough hickory shafts,

except on the ends.

http://www.targetcommbooks.com


ing, I lay the shafts out flat and check

them over a period of several days. I may

hand tweak them again several times

and may have to reheat a stubborn spot

before sealing. Start by getting the light

right and sight down the shafts, slowly

rotating and then swapping ends and

doing the same. You can also roll the

shafts over a flat surface. Just find the

high spots, heat them up and hand

straighten when hot by gently flexing or

bending in the direction it needs to move

until it is straight. Re-heat and repeat if

necessary. After a day or two to stabilize,

I recheck and then seal. I may rubber

band them together and put them away

until ready to fletch.

    On soft woods, and to tweak a very

slight curve on hardwoods, you can use

the compression method. Once again

find the high spot on the shaft by sight-

ing down it. Using a smooth, hard,

round surface, like a small bottle or

even a field point on an arrow, rub the

high side of the bend a few times, put-

ting pressure on the shaft. Some people

lay the shaft down on a flat surface and

briskly rub the outside of the bend with

a few strokes. I have had better luck

resting the end of the arrow on a table

or bench and holding up the other end

above the bend, rubbing as I put pres-

sure downward on the arrow. Don’t

break it—just apply some pressure and

recheck after a couple of passes. The

compression on the outside of any bend

pulls the fibers in and makes the shaft

straight.

    After the shafts have been straight-

ened and checked for a few days, an

inexpensive and easy way to seal them

is to rub them with Minwax wood seal-

er, stained or natural, and then Minwax

Helmsman spar urethane or poly. I buy

the small cans, as a little goes a long

way and it won’t last forever. You don’t

have to have a dipper. Just rub it on

with a small patch of cloth by hand and

hang over newspaper by clothespins on

coat hangers. Just follow directions on

the cans for times and sanding between

coats or not. You can also use masking

tape around the shaft ten inches down

from the nock and spray on three light

coats of your favorite color enamel

before sealing for a crown dip. Apply

light coats until covered, let dry well,

then use steel wool and apply urethane.

    If the crown dip isn’t thoroughly dry,

the urethane may lift it. I use $2.99

cans of red, yellow, or white enamel, and

it lasts for years. I usually do four or six

shafts at a time and may skip days

checking on them or recoating. A

smoother finish will result if you use

steel wool between the second and third

coat. I have finished hundreds of arrows

this way. I very lightly sand the fletch

area with 220-grit and use fresh Duco

cement for fletching. After years lying

out in the elements the feathers will

rot, but the quill will still be glued. I

have turned out arrows while living on

boats and even when holed up in hotels.

It is really pretty simple.

    A spine tester, weight scale, and

taper tool are wise investments, and

when you compare the cost of turning

out a dozen arrows as I described with

buying a dozen of quality aluminum or

carbon you will quickly recoup your

investment. With target points I seldom

have over $50 to $60 in a dozen arrows.

Make a promise to build your own one

day from any of the good wood choices

and you can add pride to your quiver,

not just missiles.

    Start saving turkey or goose feath-

ers, and we will strip them, sand the

quills, cut the fletches and self-nocks,

and turn out a great working arrow in

the next article.

    Regular contributor and Campfire

Philosopher Sterling Holbrook lives in

Fairbanks, Alaska with his wife, Krista,

who is also well-known to our readers.
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Beautiful cedar arrows.

Editors’ Notes

Part Two in this series on wooden

arrows will appear in the next issue

of the magazine

http://www.pinehollowlongbows.com


By John Borgeson

MM
any people who practice

archery give a lot of

thought to their quiver and

even make their own. But what about

making a sheath for the knife that you

will use to skin the game that you will

take with your bow and arrow? You can

make a simple sheath such as some of

those pictured: of brain tanned leather

with red wool cloth edging; a partially

beaded sheath; a rawhide sheath deco-

rated with felt marker, brass tacks, blue

wool cloth, and glass beads; or one dec-

orated with tin cones (not pictured).

    In this brief article I will explain and

illustrate just how to make a traditional

Plains Indian knife sheath for the knife

that you use when hunting. You will

need the following material and tools at

a minimum:

    • One 12 by 12 inch square piece of

rawhide. The size of the rawhide (the

“hard” inner sheath) and the leather

(the “soft” outer sheath) that covers the

rawhide will be determined by the size

of the knife you are making the sheath

for. A good rule of thumb: bigger knife

equals more rawhide and leather,

smaller knife equals less rawhide and

leather.

    • One 12 by 12 inch square piece of

either brain tanned or commercial/veg-

etable tanned leather.

    • 36 inches of sinew (real or artifi-

cial) for sewing the rawhide sheath

together and then sewing the leather

outer sheath over the rawhide. If you

decide to decorate your sheath with

beadwork, quillwork, or other types of

decoration, you will have to add an

appropriate length of sinew. The

amount of sinew will be best deter-

mined by the total square inch area to

be beaded. Multiply this by three to get

the total amount of artificial or real
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A Brain-Tanned Knife Sheath

Two knife sheaths, one with no beads, the right one has partial beading.

Everything you will need to make your knife sheath.



sinew needed for sewing, plus some

extra for “mistakes.”

    • One Glover’s needle for sewing the

rawhide and leather together. If you

choose to do beadwork, you will need

needles appropriate to the size of the

beads.

    • Some type of sharp cutting tool

such as an X-ACTO knife, to cut the

artificial sinew, rawhide, and leather.

Some type of a cutting board to cut the

leather and rawhide on is advisable.

Don’t cut on the kitchen table!

    • An awl to poke holes into the

rawhide and leather.

    • A measuring device. I recommend

a sewing tape, as it is soft and pliable.

    Once you have assembled your mate-

rials and tools, the next step is to meas-

ure and cut the rawhide that you will

use for the inner sheath. Draw a line to

determine how much rawhide to trim to

get the correct size knife sheath. The

amount trimmed can be determined by

how much room you want to give your

knife in its new home. You can always

trim more rawhide later if you need to,

but you cannot add any rawhide to the

sheath should you trim too much to

begin with.

    Once you have done your initial

trimming, lay the knife on top of the

rawhide sheath to see if you have the

right size and shape. When you have

trimmed the rawhide down to the

sheath size you think appropriate, place

the knife both on top of the rawhide

sheath and then inside to determine if

the sheath is the correct size. Then pro-

ceed to the next step of construction.

    Next, you may add a welt (spacer)

between the sides of the rawhide sheath

to give the knife a little more space. This

also helps to prevent the sharp edge of

the knife from cutting the artificial

sinew thread that you will use to sew

the rawhide sheath together. You can

use document clips to hold everything in

place while the rawhide sheath and welt

completely dry from the gluing.

    When you have determined that the

sheath has dried, the next step will be

to sew the ends of the rawhide sheath

together with the sinew. I begin by pok-

ing holes in the rawhide with an awl.
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Determine how much rawhide you need by laying the knife on the hide

and drawing a line that will be trimmed Be careful when trimming the

hide with the X-ACTO knife.

Once you are happy with the size and shape of the sheath, add a spacer

of leather, called a welt, to give a little space between the cut ends of the

hide and glue in between the two cut ends. Document clips work nicely to

hold the sheath together while it dries.

http://www.kimsha.com


The size of the holes is up to you to

determine. As a rule of thumb, the nee-

dle should fit comfortably through the

holes in the rawhide, so the diameter of

the awl should be greater than the nee-

dle diameter. Space the holes evenly,

even though the outer leather sheath is

sewn over the rawhide sheath to cover

it. The primary reason for this is that it

will be aesthetically pleasing to look at

(no bumps or lumps), but will also keep

the sheath strong and straight and pro-

tect the knife better. I always go back

through each hole a second time with

the awl to insure that I have sized the

hole correctly.

    At this point I have completed poking

holes into the rawhide and have sewn

the edges, including the welt, of the

inner rawhide sheath together with arti-

ficial sinew. Use whatever stitch you pre-

fer. I sew first from the top of the sheath

to the bottom and then back from bottom

to top again. This reinforces the rawhide

sheath to help better protect the knife

and strengthen the sheath.

    At this point, if you would like a form

fitted rawhide sheath, steam it. Then

while the sheath is warm and wet, place

your saran wrapped knife into the

sheath and allow the rawhide sheath to

dry with the knife in place. This may

take up to two days to completely dry,

but I recommend that you allow the

sheath to dry naturally. Don’t use an

external heat source to expedite the

process, as you will probably end up

with a deformed rawhide sheath, princi-

pally because wet rawhide shrinks!

    Now it is time to place the outer

sheath, made of brain tan, buckskin, or

“pleather” (plastic leather—I shudder

at the thought of using such horrible

material!). Use only enough brain tan

at this point to cover the rawhide

sheath, with about a quarter inch of

excess material overlapping the edge of

the rawhide sheath so that the edges of

the “outer” sheath can be sewn together

and completely cover the rawhide. Keep

the excess trimming from the brain tan,

as you can use it later on to complete

the construction of the sheath.

    Any decorative artwork on the outer

sheath should be completed before
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Punching holes with an awl.

http://www.tradbow.com


sewing the outer sheath to the inner.

The primary reason for this is that it is

extremely difficult to decorate the outer

sheath once it has been sewn together

over the rawhide. This becomes even

more difficult if you have “form fitted”

your rawhide sheath by steaming it,

because of the loss of flexibility of the

leather, which is now covering the

rawhide. Attaching “drops” to the

sheath, cones, pieces of antler, bone, old

coins, or any decorations you think

appropriate can also be done at this

time. You may also want a belt loop,

which can be added to the back of the

sheath.

    Next, place the outer sheath of brain

tan or buckskin over the inner rawhide

sheath and sew them together. Prior to

sewing the outer and inner sheath

together, first place a small amount of

leather glue onto the outside of the

rawhide sheath between the inner and

outer sheaths. Allow the glue to dry, and

set the outer sheath in place. Gluing

and setting the outer sheath over the

inner sheath makes sewing the edges of

the outer sheath together much easier.

The reason why you leave at least a

quarter inch of overlap on the edges of

the outer sheath is so you can add

fringe if you want. The fringe is sewn

between the edges of the outer sheath.

    You’re now almost finished, but you

will need a way to wear the sheath or

attach the sheath to a quiver or back-

pack. You can use the excess brain tan

that you trimmed from the outer sheath

to make a carrying strap. Using the

awl, pierce two evenly spaced holes on

the side of the sheath that will be

against your body. The size of the holes

is determined by the thickness of the

attaching strap. Feed the appropriate

length of strap through these holes.

Either tie two knots, one on each end of

the thong, to have a continuous loop, or

tie the ends of the strap together into

one single knot.

    You can best determine how long the

strap should be by deciding how long

you want the sheath to hang down from

your belt. You may use a single strap or

a double strap. You may add a piece of

wood dowel, antler, wooden sewing

spool, or anything else you like, to help

keep the knife and sheath in your belt.

Or you can cut a triangular shape into

the sheath so that your belt goes over

and then through the cutout, placing

the knife and sheath securely against

your body.

    Your new sheath should be complete

and ready to house your knife. You can

now revel in the pleasure that you

made your own sheath, but more impor-

tantly you have re-created a piece of

history that you will use in your future

hunts.

    “Now therefore, please take your

weapons, your quiver and your bow, and

go out into the field and hunt game for

me.” Genesis 27:3

    Originally from Minnesota, the

author now lives in Buenos Aires,

Argentina, after spending twenty-one

years in the U. S. Army. This is his first

contribution to the magazine.
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The finished knife sheath.

This sheath has a cutaway that

allows it to be used with a belt.

http://www.bows.net
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LL
ast fall I received a phone call from an old friend I

bowhunted with back in the late 1960s, in the days

when recurve bows dominated and almost everyone

used wood arrows for hunting. There were few types of cam-

ouflage to be had then, mostly surplus garments left over

from WWII. We hunted off the ground, and there weren’t

many here in Wisconsin who thought to climb a tree or had

ever even heard of a tree stand. It was different then, this

bowhunting experience. Now, few active bowhunters can say

they were part of archery and bowhunting in those days and

can tell first person tales of what it was like. That’s why this

phone call registered so high on the Richter scale of impor-

tance. 

       Though I had not heard Nick’s voice in many years I rec-

ognized it immediately. It was more mature, deeper if you

will, and maybe with a little gravel around the edges. But it

sounded like the same old Nick of long ago, and I could hear

the smile behind the words.

       Nick was calling for a reason. We talked for a while and

caught up on life events over the decades. There had been

marriages and, of course, children. Careers. A divorce. And

bowhunting during all these years for both of us. As we rem-

Another Kind Of Bowhunt

By Bill McCrary
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inisced we decided we’d get together for a hunt in the

Baraboo Hills, our old stomping grounds in Sauk County.

       The day came and we found ourselves driving north on

state Highway 12. In honor of the occasion, and just for old

time’s sake, I had dug out one of my ancient recurves and

wooden arrows from back in the day. I used a number eight

mill file to freshen the edges on the old broadheads. That

was a trip down memory lane!

       For both of us this seemed to be a nostalgia bowhunt. I

didn’t really expect or care if I shot a deer. I had the feeling

Nick felt the same way. As a matter of fact, he’d brought a

camera instead of a bow. I was a bit surprised at that and

noticed that besides having lost weight he seemed to be hav-

ing coordination problems.

       Nick and I were on an afternoon outing. We parked the

SUV, readied our gear, and headed into the woods. We’d

trekked less than two hundred yards when Nick thought we

should rest on a downed log overlooking a small valley. It

was a scene familiar to both of us, and we knew it well. Nick

had once recovered a buck he’d arrowed down in that valley.

We recalled that hunt and laughed about how we’d struggled

to drag that buck uphill to the truck.

       As we sat on that log, Nick told me why he’d really

called. He was sick and knew this would be his last autumn.

He was reconnecting with people he’d known in earlier days,

in some cases righting wrongs but mostly just saying good-

bye. For him autumn was nigh, and this was his way of

accepting what the season would bring. He wanted a final

trip to bid farewell to the Baraboo hills, the scene of so much

past enjoyment for him.

       We sat quietly for a while, each with our own thoughts,

absorbing the day and the season—the season of the calen-

dar year and the season of Nick’s life.

       In almost no time the afternoon passed, both of us sitting

on that log. We never saw a deer from our vantage point. I

never drew my bow, and Nick never snapped a photo. It was

still a meaningful afternoon and a bowhunt I’ll recall

always—a beautiful autumn afternoon spent with a good old

bowhunting buddy. After his bombshell announcement we

hadn’t talked all that much, but volumes had passed between

us. Old friends can be like that. They can share without

words. One glance, a quick nod, or maybe the briefest utter-

ance and a message can be communicated. And understood.

       Autumn is a time of change and challenge. Everything

in nature seems involved in the process of getting ready for

what is coming. The squirrels are busy hiding acorns they

may or may not find months later. The whitetail pelage

thickens and grays for warmth and camouflage suitable to a

changing landscape. Overhead, chevrons of geese share the

clouds with lesser fowl and busy the sky in southern flight.

Even the wind seems involved; it bothers those leaves still in

the trees and scatters those on the ground into a carpet that

will protect and then become part of the forest soil. Flora

and fauna together cooperate in symbiotic roles established

over millennia to guarantee survival through winter and

renewal of life next spring. Though every life seems to know

there is hardship coming, there is also knowledge of what’s

on the other side. I had the sense that Nick knew, and had

made peace with this season of his life’s journey and his per-

sonal view of what lay ahead. In a strange way, I envied him.

Few men find such peace and acceptance in their final days.

       In due time our afternoon hunt ended, and as the last

rays of sunlight faded on the western horizon I dropped Nick

off at his home. It had been a glorious autumn afternoon in

the company of an old friend, weathered memories, and an

attempt to reconcile reality with hope.

       Nick was laid to rest shortly after the first of the year.

      Bill McCrary lives in Deforest, Wisconsin, with his wife,

Bonnie. Bill began bowhunting in 1957 and has written

numerous articles about bowhunting and archery history.

mailto:redbearcrane@gmail.com
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II
had been in the stand for about three hours, reaching

that point in a docile morning when a bowhunter’s

mind starts to drift and distracting thoughts creep into

the brain like insects through a rotten barn wall. There were

chores waiting for me at home, family matters to tend to, and

obligations the next week at work. I was not even remotely

focused on where I was, why I had risen from bed before day-

light that morning, or the recurve hanging from a limb

beside me.

       Then the angry bark of a squirrel snapped me back to

reality, bringing me both physically and mentally back into a

tree stand. A squirrel’s cry can often be the “tell” of an

approaching animal (such as a whitetail), so I instantly went

back into predator mode, silently thanking the tree rat for my

mental wake-up call. My hand slowly reached for the bow as

my eyes strained in the direction of the squirrel. The upset

little guy was not hard to spot with his tail flailing about. He

carried on for what seemed like minutes, but remained frozen

in that spot except for his fifth appendage wagging about. It

was hard to see what he was looking at, although I did my

best to spot the intruder. Unable to see any potential danger

on the ground, I figured the tiny mammal had been dive-

bombed by a hawk while I was daydreaming.

       I had directed my attention back to the tree where all

the commotion was coming from when a large, muscular,

spotted form materialized out of nowhere on an outstretched

limb not far from the squirrel. Bobcat—and a big one at that!

       How on earth that cat got up that tree and so close to

the squirrel without me noticing it perplexes me to this day.

Furthermore, I had looked right past the feline for the past

several minutes, as I assumed the cause for alarm was on

the forest floor. The stand-off between predator and prey

What About Bob?
By Timothy Dwyer
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lasted another quarter of an hour before the large tom stood

up, turned around, and walked back down the tree as though

he was on solid ground the entire time. His presence soon

melted into the woods, and he was gone and out of my life

forever. The squirrel survived that encounter and no doubt

had a pretty good story to tell afterward!

       I have never hunted or trapped predators the way you

are “supposed” to do it. I have never brought one in to bow

range with one of those horrible sounding wounded rabbit

calls, treed one with hounds, or concealed a trap along a

riverbank. I would love to try all those methods someday, but

my scarce encounters with bobcats have always come while

I was pursuing other animals. Since they are primarily noc-

turnal, I only see one or two bobcats each year, usually well

out of bow range, not during the legal furbearer season, or

both. However, these chance encounters always add an extra

bonus to the outing, and I remember each one vividly.

       Another such experience came about during a spring

turkey hunt a decade ago. It had been an exciting morning,

but I was unable to convince a large tom to leave the harem

of ladies that accompanied him down from the roost for my

plastic version of a hot date. The birds had moved off, and I

was left to hope a random satellite jake would be around

attempting to pick up a straggler hen that the big tom could

not corral. I decided to stay put and do some conservative

calling. Every twenty minutes or so, I scratched out a few

lovesick yelps in my best impression of a lonely hen.

       My bow lay across my lap with an arrow nocked as I

stared at the wooded edge of the open field where I antici-

pated a feathered suitor to appear. Trying to visualize a bird

reading the script, I caught myself daydreaming when sud-

denly I got one of those “I’m not alone out here,” feelings.

Knowing how keen the eyesight of a Rio Grande turkey is, I

swiveled my head, scanning right and then left ever so slow-

ly.

       I literally gasped out loud when I realized a bobcat was

less than ten yards from me, belly flat on the ground, staring

at my hen decoy. To make the encounter even more special,

the cat had a freshly killed mourning dove in its mouth!

Apparently it was ready for a second, larger bird as dessert.

Bobcats are not legal animals in the spring here and I didn’t

want to disrupt what was about to happen, so I just held my

breath and waited for events to unfold. I wish I could say

that the cat pounced on my plastic replica of lunch, but even-

tually it also got the “I’m not alone out here,” feeling and

departed, taking its previously caught migratory bird break-

fast with it.

       I can only wonder if the bobcat was going to drop the

dove in order to grasp the “turkey,” or try and get them both

lock-jawed at the same time. Sitting on the ground being

successfully stalked by a fellow predator is something few

people get to experience, and I will never forget that. I am

also grateful that there was a decoy to distract the cat!

       This past deer archery season passed nearly scoreless

for me. Obviously there is a lot more to hunting than killing

a deer and I have never been a trophy hunter, but I sure like

putting venison in the freezer during October and November

for my family to eat. With an unexpected addition to the

Dwyer clan in the form of a son, I spent my fall attending the

family duties that one would expect with an infant in the

house. Since I also have a time consuming job, I did not get

to chase deer around the woods with pointy sticks as often

as I have in past seasons. Years from now, I hope to share the

same experiences with my son that my father shared with

The author with his bobcat.

http://www.kohannahbows.com
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The Aesthetics

of Hunting
By Ryan W. Theiler

me, hopefully instilling a love for the outdoors in similar

fashion. That said, I did finally take a nice little buck in

early January just prior to the season closing for whitetail,

so my growing family would not have to eat store-bought

meat all year!

       Prior to that successful deer hunt near my home outside

of Oklahoma City, I was desperately trying to put venison in

the freezer. After a four-hour drive northwest to the

Oklahoma panhandle, I was sitting about a hundred yards

off a winter wheat field one evening in hopes of intercepting

a deer on its way to eat. With no trees to speak of for miles,

I had dug myself down into a pit-blind, stacking tumble-

weeds about the edge of the hide to conceal my camouflaged

form.

       The evening had been peaceful, yet uneventful. Hours

passed and the sun kissed the horizon, casting its last rays

upon the earth for the day. I was almost ready to stretch my

legs and begin to walk back to camp for the night. It was well

over a mile back to the tent and dusk sure beats a flashlight

beam. Suddenly, a sleek, spotted form glided onto the scene

not five yards to my left! How that bobcat got so close to me

without being noticed until that point remains a mystery to

me.

       Without a second thought, my calf hair tab found the

corner of my mouth and an arrow was spinning off a canted

shelf toward the cat. Catching him a touch forward and high,

the broadhead dropped him on the spot. Shame on me for not

practicing those slam-dunk shots enough, but this one hap-

pened to work out as humanely as any arrow I have ever

released. I honestly do not believe that cat ever knew what

happened, and it took me several minutes to digest what had

just taken place.

       Bobcats offer a unique opportunity to add an exciting

option while bowhunting throughout a lengthy whitetail sea-

son. Seasons and legalities obviously differ a great deal

depending on where you reside, but I would encourage you to

become familiar with both the bobcat regulations in your area

and the possibilities of adding a memorable experience to

your career as a bowhunter. We all become focused on the par-

ticular animal we set out to pursue that particular day, some-

times at the cost of additional opportunities. Consider tags for

other animals you may encounter during your time afield. The

monetary benefit to a local wildlife department alone would

justify the cost, not to mention a possible addition to the

mounts on the office wall. Who knows what you may run into

out there? What could happen? What about Bob?

AA
ldo Leopold claimed that hunting is an essentially

aesthetic exercise. In A Sand County Almanac, he

drew a parallel to opera: “The duck-hunter in his

blind and the operatic singer on stage…are doing the same

thing. Each is reviving, in play, a drama formerly inherent in

daily life. Both are, in the last analysis, esthetic exercises.”

Nowadays “(a)esthetic” is spelled with an “a,” and the fourth

edition of Webster’s New World College Dictionary defines “aes-

thetic” as “1. of or in relation to aesthetics 2. of beauty 3. sensi-

tive to art and beauty; showing good taste; artistic.” Art and

beauty define aesthetics.

       While I appreciate the art and beauty inherent in hunt-

ing, I’ve always cringed at the thought that hunting is merely

an exercise in aesthetics. Maybe that’s because most other

aesthetic exercises, such as opera, do not have the tangible

and practical, indeed spiritual, biological, and ecological

rewards as does hunting. Maybe aesthetics have gotten a bad

rap, or been abused in recent history. Why do aesthetics seem

to come at the expense of usefulness? Moreover and to that

end, are hunters really doing the same thing as an opera

singer? I beg to differ. Not to take anything away from opera,

but I wouldn’t even mention the two in the same breath.

       What is beautiful about hunting? There is something

beautiful about utilizing form and function. According to the

science of today, humans evolved as hunters. We evolved to

hunt, and there is beauty in fulfilling our niche in a con-
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structive manner. There is beauty in a no frills, Aristotelian

sense of every characteristic having a function and utilizing

those characteristics to their potential. Today, this argument

has taken a largely scientific tone, and I don’t want to com-

pletely relegate my humanity to the technocratic, mechanis-

tic determinism of modern science. There is more to hunting,

and life, than what science can teach us.

       Hunting includes all of the biotic community, thereby

fitting us into the totality of the environment—morally as

well as tangibly. This line of reasoning may, again, boil down

to form and function. Nevertheless, any activity that sus-

tains us in mutually beneficial ways while placing the biotic

community in high regard is beautiful.

       The weapons themselves are beautiful. The subtle lines

of a well-crafted bow and the grain of the wood, a well-bal-

anced arrow artfully decorated and fletched, or a finely craft-

ed broadhead or knife…these are all beautiful.

       While not being relegated solely to hunting, there is

nature’s beauty: the changing of the seasons, breathtaking

views, crisp mornings, and the animals themselves. Nature

itself is beautiful, and hunting affords us the opportunity to

experience this beauty.

       Finally, it is a beautiful thing to sustain oneself by

direct, humane methods. The simplicity and forthrightness

of experiencing a segment in a food chain can be beautiful.

       What is artistic about hunting? Weapons: bows, arrows,

feathers, strings, broadheads, etc. There is a craft to making

all of these and, to those with a trained eye, it is art. Bows,

arrows, strings, and broadheads, while patterned after a cer-

tain general form, are all unique and original pieces, and

their aesthetic appeal lies partly in the simplicity, function-

ality, and adherence to reality. For example, while bright

cresting and fletching may be pretty to look at, both are

highly functional, aiding in the visibility of the arrow after

release. Nor does an appreciation of hunting implements

rely on the novelty of the piece. In fact, many get better with

age and familiarity, and usefulness seems to be a litmus test

for longevity.

       The act of hunting itself is a bit artistic, not in the sense

of a painting hanging on the wall—hunting has a far more

tangible and practical purpose. Hunting requires a certain

amount of learned skill, much the same as a craft, trade, or

“techne,” as Aristotle called it. There is art in any craft and

craft in art; in fact, the two may be inseparable.

       In A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold wrote:

“Ontogeny repeats phylogeny in society as well as in the

individual.” In other words, individual development follows

a similar path, as does species development. In this light,

hunting is a part of being human, both as an individual and

as a species. Is there an art to being human? Much of our

behavior is learned. Aristotle thought there was an art, craft,

or techne to being a virtuous person. According to Aristotle,

one learns to be virtuous in the same manner as one learns

any other trade or skill.

       In an essay titled “The Virtues of Hunting,” John Jensen

makes the case that hunting promotes environmental

virtues including humility, connectedness, gratitude,

respect, patience, and watchfulness. He also makes the case

that hunting may be important for moral development. I can

imagine someone making similar arguments for the virtues

of opera and other art forms. In Letter to M. D’Alembert on

the Theatre, the enlightenment philosopher Jean Jacques

Rousseau responds to such a sentiment: “Before there were

dramas, were not virtuous men loved, were not the vicious

hated, and are these sentiments feebler in places that lack a

A knife made from deer antler, an old pole saw blade,

and a hazelnut stem.

http://www.rhinoproducts.com
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theatre? The theatre makes virtue lovable…it accomplishes

a great miracle in doing what nature and reason do before

it!” It would be fair to say that, according to Rousseau, art

imitates life.

       Furthermore, on the comparison between hunting and

other arts, the context of the action in a theatre is not the

same as that for hunting. Specifically, sitting on your butt in

a theatre or walking around a museum is not the same as

hunting in the woods, and I believe context is important for

what one includes in his or her moral community. The hunter

relates directly with the biotic community itself. Possessing

and exercising the virtues Jensen describes in their proper

context may be an art that is learned through hunting.

       In An Archer’s Inner Life, David Sigurslid writes of “The

Art of Being Genuine” and states, “So hunting itself is an

exercise in genuity.” There is most definitely a genuine qual-

ity to hunting. This, according to Sigurslid, is an art.

       In my mind, what distinguishes hunting from other

forms of art or aesthetics is its adherence to reality and prac-

ticality. Most modern art forms distort reality and truth to

convey a message. For example: no one sings in day-to-day

life (contrary to opera, musicals, and theatre). And paintings

and most films are an imitation, distortion, or caricature of

the real thing. Take a look at any romantic comedy and tell

A Tribute To Nancy LaClair

In the Oct/Nov 2016 issue, we ran an interview with Ron LaClair, a widely respected man in traditional archery. His
wife, Nancy, passed away after the issue went to press. I talked with Ron shortly afterward and he read me this
poem he penned about his beloved wife. We here at Traditional Bowhunter have been friends with Ron and Nancy
for over twenty-seven years, and are humbled to have been asked to share Ron’s poem with our readers. A memorial
video for Nancy LaClair can be found here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Smf9YzzOC7w&feature=youtu.be

She Was Here

I remember the day we met, it doesn’t seem that long ago
That red haired girl would steal my heart...but then how was I to know
I remember the day we were married, we vowed our love without fear
We signed our names, both mine and hers...so I know that she was here

I close my eyes and I see her face, I heard her call my name today
I see her touch wherever I look, I guess it’ll always be that way
In our house I see her things, things that she held dear
I hold them, touch them, and smell them, and I know that she was here

I see her kind and gentle spirit in our sons and daughter too
She passed it to our grandkids, and great grandkids before she was through
I try to remember every day, the memories that I hold dear
For as long as I have these memories, I’ll know that she was here

I cherish the time we had together, but God’s promise is very clear
I’ll see her again when he calls me home
Because he knows that we were here

me how close to reality it is. I blame a lot of complaining by

past and present girlfriends on unrealistic expectations

engendered by romantic comedies (darn Julia Roberts). How

can one distort basic biological, ecological, and spiritual

truths by hunting? It is nearly impossible. Hunting provides

access to these truths.

       Also, most art doesn’t do anything. Yeah, art can inspire us

and enrich our lives, but you know what I mean. You can’t cut

venison with a painting or a DVD (although DVD’s might make

suitable substitutes for clay pigeons or flying disc targets).

       As to Leopold’s assertion that hunting is an aesthetic

exercise, I would agree. Hunting can be beautiful and is an

art in the learned, craft, and practical sense of art. However,

it must also be recognized that there is a significant differ-

ence between hunting and other forms of aesthetics.

Hunting does not distort or imitate the truths of life to con-

vey a message. Hunting adheres to the biological, ecological,

and spiritual truths of life and puts them in their proper

context, and it does this in an aesthetically pleasing manner.

I doubt opera could do as much.

       Wisconsin bowhunter Ryan Theiler enjoys crafting

arrows, hunting points, knives, bows, and essays.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Smf9YzzOC7w&feature=youtu.be
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FLINT ART—Calendar 2017

    After having been used for millions

of years, in the 21st century flint has

disappeared from most peoples’ sight.

Only a small band of enthusiasts,

among them many archaeologists, but

also crafters, stick to the ancient tradi-

tions of flintknapping and try to keep

them alive. They meet at annual sym-

posia and cultivate an intensive

exchange of knowledge. Wulf Hein was

allowed to photograph their most beau-

tiful/best-liked items for this calendar. 

fifteen flint knappers: archaeologists

and craftsmen show a lot of tools like

blades, daggers, arrow points, and

hatchets—all made out of flint.

Available from www.bogenschiessen.de.

Rinehart Doloma Antelope

Brings Motion to the Decoy World

    With years of experience in crafting

the most lifelike, durable and realistic

archery targets in the industry,

Rinehart Targets® expands the scope of

their brand with the introduction of the

Doloma decoy family. The Doloma

Antelope, like all Rinehart Decoys, is

hand-sculpted by world-class wildlife

artists for unmatched realism in both

scale and detail.

    Rinehart has built its reputation on

using specialized, durable and life-like

material—and the Doloma Antelope is

no exception. It features a patented

design, ultra-quiet Rinehart foam for

silent transport, and an easy-carry com-

pact configuration for nimble treks to

and from any hunting location.

    Aside from stunningly realistic

looks, the Doloma Antelope’s strongest

attribute is its natural head turning—

and neck turning—abilities. The unique

design allows the decoy to naturally

turn its head in the slightest breeze to

simulate life-like movement. With mul-

tiple ground stake mounting points

strategically positioned behind the

front legs, breeze-activated movement

allows the entire body of the decoy to

pivot in addition to the motion of the

head and neck.

    From the decoy design to the carry

bag, Rinehart tweaked every detail in

the field to create a decoy that’s

designed and proven by hunters, for

hunters. The key to a consistently suc-

cessful decoy is realism and movement,

and the Doloma Antelope from

Rinehart is turning heads in both these

categories.

    For more product information and

media inquiries, please contact Glenn

Walker, glenn@providencemarketing-

group.net 

Ben’s InvisiNet

    When the mosquitoes and other

insects are attacking, Ben’s InvisiNet is

On The Market

mailto:glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net
http://www.bogenschiessen.de


so sheer that even the mosquitoes won’t

see it coming! The InvisiNet design pro-

vides maximum coverage and ventila-

tion in a barely-there comfortable pack-

age weighing just .6 oz. The InvisiNet’s

drop neck design covers unzipped shirts

and jackets to allow maximum ventila-

tion in hot buggy conditions. It can be

worn over a favorite hat, and can cinch

tight with an elasticized draw-cord for a

snug fit. Available at outdoor stores as

well as online at www.tendercorp.com

800-258-4696

Doan Archery Introduces the

Orion Pulsar

    Doan Archery of Morgan Hill,

California, recently introduced the

Orion Pulsar. The 52” Pulsar completes

the triad of short hunting bows that

have been designed at Doan—the other

two being the 50” Gemini Magnum and

the 56” Gemini Blaze. Perfect for hunt-

ing from tree stands or in heavy brush,

the short Doan bows are also great for

3-D, stump, and target shooting.

Available in both right and left-handed

dexterities, Doan’s bows can be built in

a wide range of draw weights. In addi-

tion, all of the bows can be customized

with a variety of riser woods and limb

veneers—both domestic and imported.

    Doan Archery offers over fifteen dif-

ferent bow profiles: recurves, take-

downs, longbows, and hybrids. This

wide range of options ensures that all

shooting applications are available.

There is a bow design for every shooter

and, as with all of its bows, the “short-

ies” are smooth to draw, have a shock-

free release, and tremendous cast.

Paired with Doan’s Fast Flight Flemish

twist bowstrings and Doan standard or

footed arrows, you have what it takes

for comfortable and efficient shooting.

    The Blaze, Magnum, and Pulsar all

have riser forward profiles and full,

working recurved limbs. The 56” Blaze

handles 31-32” arrows with ease. The

Pulsar and Magnum work best with

arrows up to 30” in length.

    All Doan bows are designed using

CAD-CAM technology. Bow forms are

cut on a CNC router. Because of these

capabilities, Doan can quickly execute

design ideas and multiply its bow offer-

ings, without sacrificing quality. All

bows, however, are handcrafted by

bowyer, Don Doan, who spent most of

his woodworking career designing and

crafting custom furniture. Bow building

is by far, Doan’s most challenging form

of woodworking, but it is also the most

rewarding. It has become a true mar-

riage of his lifelong passion for archery

and his love of wood.

    For more info, contact:

Doan Archery

1830 West Edmundson Ave. #5

Morgan Hill, CA 95037

Don at (408) 482-5418, or e-mail

don@doanarchery.com
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Linda Brackenbury’s 3-ply CUSTOM FLEMISH TWIST
STRINGS. Handmade one at a time. B-50 Dacron: $9.00.
Fast-flight plus $14.00.  Colors: bronze, black, brown, blue,
green, red, yellow, white, any color or combinations.
Shipping $4.00. Please specify recurve or longbow, string
length, bow weight. Linda Brackenbury, 24585 Dodds Rd.,
Bend, Oregon 97701. 541-382-2434.

RAVEN ARROWS: Specializing in Genuine Natural Grey-
Barred Feathers, Grey Goose, and Natural White Turkey.
Full length or die cuts. We will also process your feathers
for you. For information call: 208-256-4341.

LOSS CREEK ARROWS. Bill & Jody Uffmans’ Custom
Arrows. Call or send for brochure. 3301 Biddle Rd.,
Crestline, Ohio 44827. 419-683-1548, e-mail: losscreekar-
rows@yahoo.com, www.losscreekarrows.com

TAPERED CEDAR ARROWS, barred feathers, laminat-
ed maple tuffwoods and supplies. Dink’s Feather Shop, 838
Skull Run, Murraysville, WV 26164. 304-273-3485.
www.dinksfeathershop.com

BESTFRIENDBOWS.COM to see our custom Longbows
& StumpBuster Cedar Arrows –STRING FOLLOW
LONGBOW SPECIAL. Artist Scott Rentschler - 563-880-
3128

MAHASKA CUSTOM BOWS. Longbows, flatbows,
recurves. Quality at affordable prices. Free brochure. Kent
Ostrem, PO Box 1, Pinon, NM 88344. 575-687-4003.
www.mahaskacustombows.com

FOR SALE: Sinew, furs, glue, snakeskins, arrowheads,
feathers, rawhide, buckskins, antlers, etc. COMPLETE
INTERNET CATALOG. Over 10,000 items (pictures).
www.hideandfur.com

STEVEN CATTS LEATHERSMITH-Maker of top quali-
ty traditional quivers of leather and fur. Website:
www.hidehandler.com, phone: 304-587-4578, address: 1326
Hansford Fork Road, Maysel, WV 25133.

HUNT JAVELINA in the rugged desert mountains of
West Texas. Bunk house provided. Call Kent Ostrem, 575-
687-4003, www.mahaskacustombows.com

CUSTOM LONGBOWS, sinew back bows. 2 year warran-
ty. Darn good bows! 530-249-1362.

Left Handed 50th Anniversary Black Widow Custom
Osage Longbow 45# @ 25” draw, 64” length for $700. (740)
578-1100 Gallipolis, OH.

ARROW SHAFTS: Highest Quality Traditional WOOD-
EN ARROW SHAFTS. Sitka Spruce and Douglas Fir
Arrow Shafting available. Hildebrandarrowshafts.com.
arrow@olypen.com. (866) 856-0232. (360) 417-0232

PRIMITIVE LONGBOWS-CUSTOM: Lakota, Modoc,
Horse Bows, English Longbows, Arrows, Quivers, Call For
Catalog: Miller’s Longbows, 25 Cordwood Road, Divide,
Montana, 59727. (406) 832-3195

WHOLE COLLECTION OF 45 old Fred Bear, Pearson
and Browning Vintage Bows, quivers and more. Sold as
whole collection. $4,500.00. Contact Ron Genslinger, 125
Northwood Trails, Branson, MO 65616 or call (417) 336-
1936.

CUSTOM BOWSTRINGS-Any color or color combination.
I have all colors of Dacron, Fast Flight, Fast Flight S-4,
DynaFlight 97, and 450 Plus. Dacron strings: endless $7.00,
Flemish $9.00. Fast Flight, Fast Flight S-4, DynaFlight 97
or 450 Plus strings: endless, $10.00, Flemish, $13.00. Tell
me longbow or recurve, string length, how many strands.
Shipping $1.50. Minnesota residents add 6.9% sales tax.
Len Emmen, 2416 119th Ave. N.W., Coon
Rapids, Minn. 55433. Phone: 763-755-5268.

Classified Rates
$1.90 per word, $38 minimum. Must be
paid in full & received by December 5,

2016 for the Apr/May 2017 issue. 
Please include full name, address, &

phone # if not stated in your ad.
Classifieds must be prepaid.

Contact Kerri Doyle at 208-853-0555 or
kerri@tradbow for all your advertising

needs.

Classifieds

http://www.tendercorp.com
mailto:don@doanarchery.com
http://www.hildebrandarrowshafts.com
http://www.losscreekarrows.com
http://www.dinksfeathershop.com
http://www.bestfriendbows.com
http://www.mahaskacustombows.com
http://www.hideandfur.com
http://www.hidehandler.com
http://www.mahaskacustombows.com


HH
istory has yet to provide the

reason or reasons that com-

pelled Will H. Thompson to

move his family from Crawfordsville,

Indiana, to Seattle, Washington, during

the year 1889. We can only speculate,

but in the end history would approve

and archers in particular would benefit.

    During the next twelve years

archery interest in America dwindled

until the number of male participants

at the annual NAA National ranged

from eight to twenty-three and barely

survived to usher in the 20th Century.

Will made one appearance at an NAA

National during the period but other-

wise remained missing in action.

    By 1899, Will’s legal practice had

developed to the point that he once

again found time for archery. It is likely

that Will, F. S. Barnes, and Dr. Henry B.

Jones all became acquainted about this

time. The three became close friends

and frequently shot their bows and

hunted big and small game together in

Washington and Oregon. They were

possibly the earliest to do so with the

English longbow in the Northwest. M.

F. Hill, a friend of the trio, dubbed them

“The Three Musketeers.”

    During the spring of 1899, Will

returned to Crawfordsville to visit his

brother Maurice for what, as it turned

out, would be their final time together.

The brothers enjoyed several days

tramping about the countryside with

their bows and found time to fly-fish for

smallmouth bass. Maurice published an

account of their fishing in an article

titled “A Strike of the Bass” in the

August 10, 1899, issue of “The

Independent.” The following passage is

from that piece:

    “The man who wrote ‘The High Tide

at Gettysburg’ does cast a sweet line in

both the art of angling and the art of

poesy. All the way from Puget Sound,

twenty-five hundred miles, to

Crawfordsville he came to wade with

me, and could always go me one better

when I landed a fish.”

    On February 15, 1901, Maurice

Thompson, the old archer and author of

The Witchery of Archery, passed quietly

away at “Sherwood Place,” his home in

Crawfordsville. We’ll never know if

Will’s return to prominence in

American archery was coincidental to

Maurice’s death or if the loss of Maurice

provided some incentive.

    Later, in August that year, Will

attended only his second NAA National

Championship since moving to Seattle.

He won with one of F. S. Barnes’ bows

and fittingly was elected Vice President

of the NAA for the next term. Beginning

in 1901 and ending in 1913, Will

Thompson was the National Archery

Association. He won three more NAA

Nationals and served as President, Vice

President, and member of the Executive

Committee during those years. The only

NAA Nationals he missed during this

run were due to illness and injury sus-

tained to his left elbow.

    An Acheson, Kansas, attorney, J. M.

Challiss, developed an interest in

archery at an early age after reading

The Witchery of Archery. It diminished
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Will Thompson 
Washington’s Archery Pioneer

Traditional Archives By Cliff Huntington

Will and Ida Lee Thompson on the
veranda of their home in Seattle.



over time but re-ignited when he dis-

covered that Maurice’s brother Will

Thompson was a practicing attorney in

Seattle. Challiss contacted Will in 1906.

Their common interest in archery

cemented a lifelong friendship. Challiss

entertained Will regularly at his home

in Kansas and Will reciprocated at his

home in Seattle. They would share

many outings in the field and on the

target range.

    One hunt took place along the

Columbia River in Washington. Will

and Challiss were camped at the mouth

of Swakane Canyon, an area known for

its population of black bear. Before they

moved too far along on their bear hunt,

an abundance of grouse forced a change

in plans. Their strategy was simple:

walk through the patches of sage and

sunflowers, flushing grouse that would

then fly into the fir and cedar trees

nearby. Before long their quivers were

considerably lighter and their game

bags had gained little weight.

    On this outing both carried an arrow

of significance. Challiss had one crafted

and gifted him by Z. E. Jackson named

“Whirling Spray.” Will carried a Tartar

arrow at least 100 years old dubbed

“Tartar Emetic,” both arrows sporting

heads more appropriate for bear than

grouse. Down to two arrows and an

opportunity too good to be lost, they

decided to risk the arrows. Both missed,

resulting in one arrow lodged above and

one below the targeted grouse, and both

of them irretrievable. According to

Challiss, all was not lost, “….as three

years after that a combination of circus

acrobat, squirrel and telegraph line-

man, who heard the story, climbed the

tree and chopped the arrows out, but

little the worse for their long exposure.”

The year 1906 would be extremely chal-

lenging and emotional for Will. His

wife, Ida Lee Thompson, had been con-

fined to a wheel chair for some time but

recently her condition had worsened,

and she required additional attention

and expense.

    On July 7, 1906, Will’s 18-year-old

son Chester became infatuated with a

young niece of Judge George Meade

Emory and wanted to visit her at Judge

Emory’s home. The Judge turned down

his request. Not to be thwarted, Chester

belted on a pistol, went to the Judge’s

home, and insisted on seeing the young

lady. Judge Emory met Chester on the

porch and again refused his request.

Chester attempted to enter the home

and Judge Emory was shot and killed

during a struggle. Young Thompson was

arrested, placed in confinement, and

charged with murder.

    The following passage is from a let-

ter by Will dated July 28, 1906, to Mrs.

Lew Wallace:
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Will’s English longbows, built by F.S. Barnes, located in the Washington State Museum in Tacoma, Washington.
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    “I have been dreadfully weak and ill,

but I shall not break down. The dying

wife, and the boy’s living death beg at

my heart for all the strength yet left me,

and I shall fight. She does not know—

shall never know of this last horror. I am

going to defend Chester. They shall not

have my boy. I may die at the end of the

fight, but I shall not die before. The time

of morning (sic) is all past. The tears are

all shed, or have run backward and are

puddled about my heart. I shall work

coldly now, and with a clear head. Oh,

how could this come to me?”

    Mrs. Ida Lee Thompson passed away

without ever knowing of Chester’s dark

deed, on October 25, 1906.

    The trial of Chester Thompson began

in late December, lasted for fifty-nine

days, and captivated America. Will’s

powerful and emotional three-day clos-

ing moved the jury and spectators to

tears, and Chester was found “not guilty

by reason of insanity” on February 3,

1907. Chester would spend all but the

last five years of his life incarcerated in

mental institutions. He passed away

during 1963 in Spokane, Washington.

    The following year in August, 1908,

Will traveled to Crawfordsville, spent a

few days visiting, and then went on to

Chicago to compete in the 1908 NAA

National. He met up with Z. E. Jackson,

J. M. Challiss and C. B. Cosgrove in

Chicago and all four competed in the

tournament, in which Will won his fifth

and what would be his last national

title.

    Following the tournament, the four-

some traveled together to Atchison,

Kansas, where the group spent a week

camping and hunting in the Missouri

Hills as guests of the Sunflower

Archery Club. Z E. Jackson wrote up

this hunt in the 1910 “SPALDING’S

Official ARCHERY GUIDE.”

    Around 1910, Will was shooting on

the grounds of Western State Hospital,

a mental institution located at Ft.

Steilacoom some forty miles south of

Seattle. A crowd of onlookers to include

Kore Duryee and Dr. W. J. Doughty, a

physician on the hospital staff, were

watching. Both later traced their

archery interest to that moment. Kore

Duryee would become another of

Washington’s early bowhunting pio-

neers, and Dr. Doughty became a

national target figure as a protégé of

Will Thompson. I always wondered why

Will would be shooting on the grounds

of a hospital, and it was only later, when

I read about Chester’s trial, that I put it

together. Chester probably had been

sent to Western State Hospital after

being declared mentally insane and

later, to Medical Lake Hospital in

Spokane, the only two psychiatric hos-

pitals in Washington at the time. It is

feasible Will wrangled permission to

put up some targets to pass time while

visiting Chester.

    In 1911 the trio of lawyers, Will

Thompson, J. M. Challiss, and Z. E.

Jackson, made an extended hunting

trip to British Columbia that included
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J. M. Challis drawing down on a carp.



young Harry Richardson, the world’s

reigning target archer at the time and a

medical student. The group enjoyed

great fishing, Z. E. Jackson killed a

deer, and Will Thompson had his left

elbow shattered by a pistol round in an

accident while climbing over some

obstacle. Richardson patched him up

and Will was shipped back to Seattle,

leaving the others to finish their hunt.

Will published an account of the hunt,

titled “Yew Bow and Clothyard Shaft,”

in the June 7, 1915 issue of “The

Independent.” The same year,

Thompson published “Deep in the

Okefinokee Swamp” in the May and

June issues of “Forest and Stream.”

    During 1913, Dr. Robert Elmer met

Will in Boston at the NAA National,

spent time visiting with him, and later

recorded much of the interview in his

1928 version of The Witchery of

Archery. This would be Will’s final NAA

Tournament, and he concluded it with a

talk to the attendees. From there for-

ward, age and illness took its toll on

Will and he rarely traveled far from

home. Will had always opened his home

to guests and enjoyed the visits of other

archers and old friends, particularly

after losing his wife and the incarcera-

tion of his youngest son.

    A.R. Clark knew “The Three

Musketeers” well and penned the fol-

lowing passage after Will’s death in

1918:

    “Among the halcyon days which have

come to me in my wanderings, none

have been finer than the crystal days

spent in drawing the bow in friendly

contest with that prince of sportsmen,

Will Thompson, at his beautiful home

on the Seattle hills, looking out over the

superb scenery of Lake Washington and

the Sound and the snowy mountains,

and the evenings spent at his fireside

hearing him read and recite the stirring

poems of nature, war and archery which

he and his brother Maurice have writ-

ten. Other days long to be remembered

were spent shooting with dear old

Barnes, the bow maker of the Sierras,

at Forest Grove, amid the flowering

orchards of sunny Oregon, to the wild

music of great flocks of geese passing

overhead; and with the late Dr. Jones, a

famous surgeon of the west, on his quiet

range beside the Willamette at

Portland.”

    Cliff Huntington is a retired forester

from Ruston, Louisiana. He and his wife

Joyce are currently renovating a house,

pond, and outbuildings on a country

property for a family recreational area.
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Z.E. Jackson, left, and Will H. Thompson at the 1908 NAA 

National in Chicago, Illinois
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Knife
Fight

II
don’t hate Jay Campbell or Don

Davis, but I should. Passing up on

a rare invite to hunt central

Florida’s fabled Woodson lease was not

an option. However, if the two miscre-

ants would have given a courteous clue

as to my wretched accommodations I

would have gladly spent the humid

night in a tent. Lease members typical-

ly keep a camper or motor home for

base camp operations. But I, the invitee,

was relegated to the guest quarters—a

rusty old trailer, its tires rotted, screens

ripped, windows cracked, floor perforat-

ed, and—most disturbing to one cursed

with lifelong arachnophobia—the husks

of a hundred Huntsman spider molts

littering the corners and dangling from

the ceiling. Dead spiders leave no molts.

Knowing that dozens of live eight-

legged creatures with five-inch

wingspans were sharing my cramped

space, sleep came fitfully, if at all. In the

course of my career I have worked with

all cats of the Panthera genus and han-

dled all of Florida’s venomous reptiles,

along with a menagerie of exotic pit

vipers and elapids. But spiders give me

the literal creeps, and that isn’t going to

change. Ever. And incredibly, there was

no evidence of rodents in the trailer. No

small wonder, as Don later told me that

he caught and released a baker’s dozen

of both yellow and red rat snakes that

had slithered in to do what snakes do

best.

    The following evening, after a day of

canvassing pasture, hammock, and

swamp for feral pigs with the hogs

untouched by my arrows, Jay and Don,

in an act of implausible generosity,

acquitted themselves from my forced

sentence in the arachnid motel. After a

gluttonous feast (and dinner always is

on the Woodson lease) my friends gifted

me with my first and only Randall knife

in appreciation for my years helming

the Traditional Bowhunters of Florida

and politicking on behalf of bowhunters

on the state level. I am not a hard core

knife aficionado, but every Florida out-

doorsman or reader of Randy Wayne

White knows what a Randall is. Their

presentation before the dinner crowd

left me both flattered, humbled, and

honestly a tad petrified. With a knife

comes the obligation of keeping it

sharp, and at that point I wasn’t very

good at that. Now, with a famed blade in

my hand, I knew that keeping steel

moderately sharp was not good enough.

A legendary knife must be maintained

with legendary sharpness.

    Inexplicably, broadhead sharpening

had come easily. I worked them razor

sharp, and pass-through shots with my

recurve on big hogs were not uncom-

mon. Regardless of method my two-

blade heads could easily shave hair or

pop the thickest rubber bands, yet after

equal effort my knives remained inca-

pable of matching those tests. I would

either pay to have them sharpened at

the local cutlery store or shamefully

hand them over to one of my hunting

buddies, who knew that a six-pack of

favorite ale was in the future in

exchange for the sharpening skills that

continued to elude me.

    Though I had wallowed in dull knife

self-pity, I secretly knew I was not the

only bowhunter who couldn’t manage a

blade to enviable sharpness. A whole lot

of knife fondling occurs in hunting

camps and at archery tournaments. I’ve

slid my fingers along many a knife that

I doubted could cut hot butter and oth-

ers that drew a drop of blood at the

lightest touch.

    Now with a Randall in my hand, I

knew I owed it to the knife, Jay, and

Don, to set to the task and learn to hone

the blade to an edge that would appro-

priately honor the gift. Out of stubborn-

ness or stupidity, I had never purchased
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a commercially made sharpening sys-

tem. I wanted to know that I was doing

the work by my own hand. I wanted

something simple yet effective that

would work in my man cave or in the

field. Since my previous attempts with

slate, steel, and ceramic were inade-

quate, I sought an alternate means to

get the job done and elected to try a

Diamond® brand whetstone.

    I know that a myriad of products and

methods work well for others. I have

seen the results amply demonstrated.

My friend Ronnie Weatherman keeps

his knives surgically sharp with a

Grizzly® brand knife belt sander and

keeps a stack of belts of varying grits at

hand. But Ronnie always begins any

sharpening session by “feeling the blade

to determine which way the edge is

rolled over, and then uses a sharpening

steel, or even a screwdriver to stand the

edge back up.”

    In my case, however, the Diamond

turned a corner regarding my knife

sharpening skills. In defense of other

sharpening means, I learned that even

with my new whetstone the value of

patience cannot be overstated. One has

to spend plenty of time on the honing

effort.

    My new Randall, because it came

from hunters who knew how to keep a

blade sharp, was shaving sharp when

given to me. Not long after a blown shot

of epic proportion at a monster hog on

the Woodson lease, the sequence cap-

tured in its entirety by Jay and his cam-

era, I redeemed myself with a

respectable pig shortly thereafter on my

home turf lease on the edge of the

Everglades. The Randall, true to repu-

tation, dismantled the hog to my expec-

tations. The backstrap slipped off the

vertebrae as easily as peeling a ripe

banana, and a few flicks of the drop

point blade pulled the ball joints from

the hips. But since few things will

worry a blade like a tough hog hide, I

felt I owed it to the knife to retouch it.

    Later that evening, with the quar-

tered hog in the cooler, I stood deter-

mined in the kitchen, the knife in my

right hand and the Diamond in my left.

The blade positioned at my best guess

of twenty degrees against the whet-

stone, I drew a breath and gingerly slid

the Randall along it. Ten easy strokes

on the blade and I chanced an inspec-

tion of the edge with my right thumb. It

was noticeably sharper. Encouraged, I

chanced more slides along the

Diamond. Another examination con-

firmed that I was finally getting it

right. Another round of the same, fol-

lowed by a series of lighter strokes,

working one side of the blade and then

the other, and finishing with very light

strokes on a steel, I was ready to test

my work. The blade at scarcely a touch

popped a #64 size rubber band, split a

sheet of paper cleanly down the middle,

and shaved arm hair as well as any

commercial razor. There was still room

to work on my post-sharpening with
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some stropping compound on a strip of

leather, as Ronnie does. But as Don

Davis says, “To finish a blade with

leather is nice, but corrugated card-

board is fabulous.” Don also disagrees

heartily with the “you’ve got to raise a

burr” crowd. “That is just taking away a

lot of metal,” says he.

    Purists and true experts may cer-

tainly flame away at my unorthodox

methodology, but it has worked well in

my world for years now. I am still up for

advice on other means to keep a knife

the way it should be kept. My next pur-

chase just might come from this

nugget—some time ago Jay and his wife

Karen abandoned the terrestrial life

and are now live-aboards trolling the

warm waters of the world. Space is at a

premium on their floating home, leav-

ing no room for large sharpening

devices. “On the boat, we use AG

Russell pocket sharpeners with four

carbide and diamond rods that hold the

perfect angle. They’re hard to beat,” Jay

says.

    The Randall will forever remain my

go-to knife, and it’s been on my hip from

Florida swamps to Canadian boreal

forests to African bush veldt. Other

blades have grown to form my own dirty

dozen and, remarkably, I didn’t pur-

chase a one. I have a TBOF service

award knife crafted by Montanan knife

maker Doug Campbell. It’s a neat little

caper, the handle born from the antler

of a spike elk Don Davis killed. Another

TBOF knife given to me as outgoing

president, a Hen and Rooster®, possess-

es an uncanny sharpness. Since losing a

pocket clip folder, I now rarely hunt

without a neck knife, and the CRKT®

S.P.E.W. with its Wharncliffe blade that

my wife, Kelly, gave me is usually

tucked between layers. And although

Leatherman® has a reputation for

quality multi-tools, they also make an

excellent piece for the hunter. The

“Ukiah” has a hinged system that fea-

tures a four-inch blade, a gut hook, and

a saw that I’ve used to split many a pig

pelvis.

    So, I’ve adequately proved I can be

stubborn by eschewing fancy modern

tools and learning how to keep a blade

sharp with a simple device. It’s a skill

set every outdoorsman should possess,

and I ducked it for too long.

    David Tetzlaff handles the maga-

zine’s book review column. A lifelong

resident of south Florida, he and his

family now make their home in central

Florida. He’s paid the bills over the

years by managing animal parks, train-

ing big cats, and tangling with ven-

omous reptiles.
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Traditional Archery Adventures in the

Modern World

Author: Jeff Stonehouse

Suggested Retail Price: $21.99

    Multiple bowhunting magazines fill

this reviewer’s mailbox, yet only the one

you are currently holding typically

grants copy space to small game

species. Apparently rabbit, pheasant,

squirrel, and quail seldom appear as

barely a passing consideration for

archers shooting modern gear. After all,

branch antlered bulls and massive bru-

ins make for far more enticing eye

candy in the magazine rack. Yet tradi-

tional archers will find good company in

Jeff Stonehouse’s first book, Traditional

Archery Adventures in the Modern

World:

    Bowhunting rabbits is not for every-

one. Some folks believe it’s too difficult,

while others think it’s not worth the time

and effort. I’ve known certain outdoors-

men who simply never put the two

(bowhunting and bunnies) together.

Just as some guys equate turkeys and

shotguns, some guys equate rabbits and

shotguns. It’s a mindset.

    Stonehouse, the year-round hunting

archer, sets a fine example of how to

find time afield between big game sea-

sons when some have hung up their

bows in exchange for the comforts of a

warm fireplace. In this volume readers

tag along in several chapters as

Stonehouse chases the three species of

rabbit found in his state of Colorado

(cottontail, jackrabbit, and snowshoe

hare), ring-necked pheasant, and the

ultimate aim small, miss small

species—quail. The author’s pre-quail

hunt practice regimen consists of shoot-

ing at life-size silhouettes or tiny bal-

loons expanded to just the diameter of a

quail’s head.

    The author succeeds as both story-

teller and tutor. In “Patterning

Pronghorns” Stonehouse cautions

would be prairie goat hunters to look

past the go-to method of simply consid-

ering waterhole ambushes. Season

upon season of pursuing pronghorns

and careful observations through a

spotting scope have schooled the author

in the noteworthy habits of mature, tro-

phy class animals:

    He’s at point A now. In one hour, he’ll

be at point C. From point B, where the

terrain is more suitable for a sneak, I

can initiate my stalk with far better

odds for success. Then I back out and

slip into point B, wait for the buck to

show up, and plan my approach from

there.

    Stonehouse has no reservations

addressing the uncomfortable subject of

tedious bloodtrails, which at times, even

with the most diligent efforts, conclude

with an unrecovered animal. Every

archer’s goal should be a well-placed

arrow and an effortless recovery.

However, the author states that many

faultless follow-ups “deprived me of

valuable trailing experience.” The author

readily concedes that any hunter can cel-

ebrate a quick, humane kill, but “it is our

capacity to cope with uncertainty and

defeat that proves our mettle.”
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    Other chapters follow the author as

he hunts whitetails, mule deer, and of

course, elk. Or more explicitly, what

happens to neophyte hunters bending

their bow limbs for the first time at a

big bull:

    The bull took two steps forward and

was now a mere ten yards away. A full

minute passed. Then I could detect a

violent trembling in my buddy’s arms as

he finally raised his bow to attempt a

shot. Immediately the bull spooked.

Michael lowered his bow and hung his

head.

    Living off of “an average Joe’s

income” Stonehouse is the epitome of

the do-it-yourself hunter. And based on

the number of quality photographs con-

tained within this volume he’s pretty

good at it. However, the author eventu-

ally succumbed to the curiosity of what

an outfitted hunt could offer and came

home with more than a cooler full of

Wisconsin venison. Dissimilar to the

typical weekend bowhunter, deer are an

outfitter’s full-time job. The author

learned that the knowledge he sponged

on that hunt would serve him well on

future self-guided efforts.

    Several chapters have been previous-

ly published in this magazine and else-

where, however, the remainder of the

book is comprised of all new material.

Mr. Hornaday’s War

Author: Stefan Bechtel 

Suggested Retail Price: $26.95

    Notable icons of our Western histo-

ry—Wyatt Earp, Wild Bill Hickok,

Buffalo Bill Cody, Pat Garrett, and Bat

Masterson—require no introduction to

most amateur historians. However, few

may be aware that each of these leg-

endary characters launched their wild

times in the West as buffalo hunters.

They and others did their job far too

well. By 1884, the buffalo, save for a few

herds on private ranches and what is

now Yellowstone Park, had been com-

pletely extirpated. And as we continue

to unravel the demise of our national

mammal few among us know of William

Temple Hornaday who founded, in

1905, the American Bison Society.

(Although the terms “buffalo” and

“bison” are frequently used as syn-

onyms even by experts as a matter of

convenience, this is not biologically cor-

rect. True buffalo species are found in

Africa (Cape and forest) and Asia

(water). America and Europe are home

to bison (plains, wood, and European.)

    Hornaday was the chief taxidermist

at what is now the Smithsonian. He had

carefully planned to create a trend-set-

ting diorama ostensibly as a grim

reminder of the bison’s journey to

extinction. Museum displays require

dead animals. Hornaday’s pretense was

not lost upon observers, past and pres-

ent, as twenty-five bison were killed

during his 1886 collection expedition. E.

Donnall Thomas, Jr. writes in his

extraordinary exploration of the early

conservation movement How

Sportsmen Saved the World:

    The irony of killing an estimated half

of Montana Territory’s remaining buffa-

lo in the name of science appears to have

been utterly lost upon Hornaday at the

time, establishing that his concept of

outdoor ethics, like that of so many

other American outdoorsmen, was still

very much a work in progress. His later

writings suggest that his subsequent

dedication to the bison’s cause reflected

an attempt at atonement.

    Author Bechtel presents his subject

as neither a hero nor a villain but sim-

ply a man of his times. Hornaday was a

stubborn man, inflexible in his convic-

tions whether it was fighting for unpop-

ular game laws (he felt repeating guns

were unsportsmanlike) or perhaps the

most notorious episode of his career as

the director of the Bronx Zoo—he elect-

ed to place a human on display in the

great ape house. In Hornaday’s defense,

he merely capitalized on a daily occur-

rence on zoo grounds. In a series of

events too lengthy for this review, an

African pygmy named Ota Benga found

himself under the supervision of

William Hornaday. Benga was permit-

ted to roam the facility and was even

allowed to interact with the animals,

most famously with an orangutan

named “Dohong.” Zoo staff encouraged

Benga to hang his hammock in a near-

by cage and even brought the pygmy a

straw bale at which to conduct practice

with his bow. Visitors flocked by the

thousands to view and, sadly, some-

times torment the “man-eating savage.”

    Predictably, the press and clergy of

the day exploded in outrage. Hornaday,

at first defensive, “…we are taking

excellent care of the little fellow and he

is a great favorite with everybody con-

nected with the zoo,” ultimately capitu-

lated and shuttered the display.

However, and perhaps rightly so,

Hornaday was baffled at the negative

press he received when others mini-

mized humanity with little or no reper-
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cussions: the indomitable Apache war-

rior Geronimo was presented to a gawk-

ing public at the World’s Fair in Saint

Louis and the famed Arctic explorer

Robert Peary delivered six Eskimos for

display to the American Museum of

Natural History. (The pygmy Benga

lived the remainder of his life near

Lynchburg, Virginia, and was frequent-

ly accompanied by a posse of white

youths as they hunted and fished the

surrounding forests and streams. But

tragically trapped between an unfamil-

iar world and another he could not

return to, Benga ultimately committed

suicide with a stolen revolver.)

    Hornaday was many things to both

his critics and followers but none would

ever use the word timid to describe the

man. Much can be learned of someone’s

character from studying the human

eye. His gaze certainly must have

unsettled many an adversary. Author

Bechtel describes Hornaday’s eyes as,

“dark and ferocious, they seemed to be

filled with unearthly, unsettling lumi-

nescence.” And a newsman of the day

wrote that Hornaday has “very big

black eyes…they look like none you

ever saw before; they seem to smolder

and smoke like charred embers in a

fire.”

    Hornaday was indeed ferocious as he

pounced, verbally and in print, upon

those who he deemed were far too out of

touch in addressing what he believed

were the pertinent issues of the day.

Astounded to the point of fury at his fel-

low scientists, he lambasted ornitholo-

gists, accusing them of being far too

interested in, “studying the skins, nests,

eggs, and migrations of birds than the

preservation of the birds themselves.”

And those on the opposite side of his

war, the market hunters, also would not

escape his rage. When a coalition of

Long Island bird hunters vowed to pay

a lobbyist to affect the removal “of all

the wildlife protection laws they don’t

like,” an enraged Hornaday exploded,

“Well then, damn their souls, we will

give them the fight of their lives! We

will introduce a bill to stop the sale of

game, and carry the war right into the

enemy’s camp.”

    Author Bechtel spends no small

amount of time on Hornaday’s years of

passionate activism on behalf of

America’s wildlife. However, we must

recall that Hornaday did in fact start

his career as a hunter/collector of muse-

um specimens. Thousands of animals

were killed and categorized by him and

his associates in the name of science.

Yet his actions should be measured by

the times in which he lived, and the

chapters devoted to his early years,

whether it was hunting crocodiles in

Florida or tigers in India (remarkably

armed with only a .40 caliber Maynard

rifle), certainly make for interesting

reading as Bechtel guides his readers

through the collector’s world of the late

1800s.

    Despite his books, Two Years in the

Jungle and The Last Buffalo Hunt,

authoring numerous other publications,

spearheading the reintroduction of the

bison, and leading the charge that

saved the Alaskan fur seal from extinc-

tion, William Hornaday, although a

friend and ally of Theodore Roosevelt,

never achieved nearly the recognition

that our first, and perhaps still only,

conservation-minded president did.

However, Outdoor Life magazine’s edi-

tors, prior to Hornaday’s passing gave

the man his due in a candid manner:

    In the long and often weary annals of

conservation progress, no man has been

less bowed beneath reverses or less satis-

fied with success than Dr. Hornaday.

Determined and intransigent, it was

never his policy to go around or under

an opponent; smashing straight

through his opposition, he has left a

long trail of personal enemies in his

wake—but has never looked back.

    A past president of the Traditional

Bowhunters of Florida, David Tetzlaff

lives in the central part of that state

with his family.
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This Arkansas whitetail was taken by Manuel S. Cervantes using a 58#
Black Widow recurve, 680-grain cedar shaft, and a Cliff Zwickey head.

Mike McKnight of Sioux Falls, SD, took this gobbler opening morning with the
benefit of his Black Widow recurve, Gold Tip arrow, and his new lucky TBM hat!

Dunwoody, GA, bowhunter Crispin Henry with a morning double on
whitetail does. Crispin used a 54# J.D. Berry Morningstar longbow,

Sherwood Douglas fir shafts, and Grizzly broadheads.

Joseph A. Ventura of Morrison, CO, with an outstanding buck he
took with a 55# Pronghorn longbow, Gold Tip Expedition Hunter

shaft, and 125-grain Woodsman broadhead.



The Traditional Harvests page is sponsored
by Rod Bremer of Columbia River Knife and
Tool (CRKT) in Portland, Oregon. Each issue
one bowhunter, whose photo is bordered in
red, is selected at random to receive a knife

courtesy of Rod and CRKT.

Javier Garcia-Linan from Spain with a Russian boar he shot around
Cordoba, Spain while hunting with a 60# A&H ACS longbow.

Harvey Favors of St. Paul, MN, traveled to Colorado to harvest this cow elk. Favors
used a 48# Fox Maverick recurve, Easton 2016 shaft, and a Bear Razorhead.

This dandy whitetail was taken in the 2015 Indiana archery season by
Steven Jewett, owner and bowyer of Bushman bows. Steven used a 58 #

double carbon-backed American Bushman bow, Vapps 450 shaft, and
Simmons 175-grain Tiger Shark head.

http://www.crkt.com
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MM
y archery journey started at

the age of ten with a hickory

longbow and a haystack. I

had no mentor to teach the correct han-

dling or shooting form. I just had fun

watching the arrow fly. That fascination

has been with me ever since. Over all

those years I have tried just about every

style of shooting: high wrist and low

wrist; split-finger, three fingers under,

two-finger, thumb ring, leather thong;

string walking, string peeps, gap shoot-

ing, point of aim, multiple anchors, single

sight pin, multiple sight pins; homemade

draw checks and commercial clickers;

wood, aluminum, carbon shafts; one-

piece and takedowns, recurves, hybrids;

overdraws with short arrows as well as

extra-long arrows for target shooting;

two-fletch, three-fletch, four-fletch, short

fletch, long fletch; perpendicular bow,

canted bow—you name it and I think I’ve

tried it. As the old saying goes, “There is

more than one way to skin a cat.” If you

find a shooting form that seems to work

for you, stick with it, as you will gain

more and more confidence in your shoot-

ing and confidence will yield rewards.

     If you are currently frustrated with

your shooting and want to try something

different, I would like to suggest an

option. First, you should decide if you will

be primarily a bowhunter or a target

shooter. Naturally, most of us enjoy a bit

of both. But if your primary objective is to

be a bowhunter, I believe there are shoot-

ing styles that best accommodate this

objective. I am convinced that “true”

instinctive aiming is the best shooting

style for a bowhunter. By “true” instinc-

tive, I mean that you never look at the

point of your arrow when aiming. All you

look at is the spot you wish to hit and let

your God-given brain tell you where to

hold your bow. The reason I think this is

the best style is because we seldom know

the exact distance to the animal. If you

want to go through all the trouble to

measure this distance accurately by

using a range finder, you can employ all

types of shooting styles that will increase

your accuracy. But we traditional shoot-

ers prefer to leave all that high tech stuff

to other shooters and other magazines.

    It is amazing how our brain can

judge distance. As an experiment, place

four buckets in front of you at varying

distances (5, 10, 15, and 20 feet) and lob

balls into each. You will see that with-

out any conscious thought you will be

quite accurate. Just like lining up a golf

ball during putting, your brain will cal-

culate how long a stroke is needed to

reach the hole.

*     *     *

    Unlike target shooting, bowhunting

usually offers you one and only one

chance to hit your target. In all my years

of bowhunting, I can probably count on

both hands the number of times I have

taken a second shot, and I have never

had a third opportunity. So, the first

shot should be considered your only

shot. There’s no need to complicate mat-

ters by estimating distance and using

some type of point of aim to accommo-

date that distance when your brain can

do it more accurately. If you agree that

instinctive aiming is the way to go and

you wish to improve your shooting accu-

racy, I have some suggestions.

    First, the instinctive aiming process

should begin before you even raise your

bow arm. Pick a spot (on the animal or

target) you are going to hit. Make that

spot as small as possible (aim small,

miss small). Then never take your eye

off of this spot until you see the arrow

hit it. To accomplish this, there should

be no distractions. For this reason, it is

best to cant your bow at least 30

degrees so your sight picture is not

interrupted. Now all you have to do is

draw and shoot. But how should you

draw and shoot? If you swing your bow

arm up while drawing, or start with

your bow arm high and swing down (as

some compound shooters do in order to

get more power until the cams break

over), you will interrupt your sight pic-

ture as well as produce added motion,

which could spook the animal. I strong-

ly recommend that you slowly bring

your bow arm up to the position your

brain has already calculated before you

begin the actual drawing of the bow.

    From this point on, my opinion will

probably differ from the “classic” shoot-

ing style—drawing back to a solid

anchor, keeping back tension, relaxing

the string fingers, and letting the string

release. I am an intentional snap-shoot-

er, and I recommend that you at least

try this method before you dismiss it as

“bad form.” By snap-shooting, I mean

that my bow arm is completely extend-

ed with elbow locked before I begin to

draw the bow. Then I slowly come to full

draw, never taking my eyes off the aim-

ing spot. As soon as I come to full draw

(in my case, when my index finger

reaches the corner of my mouth), I
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release the string.

    Why come to a static anchor when

everything is in line, your brain has

accurately calculated the distance, and

your eyes have never left your aiming

spot? Let me state the reasons why I

believe the style I’ve described to be

superior for the bowhunter. By releas-

ing the string the instant you reach full

draw you really never stop the drawing

process, which means your back tension

is continuous and your break away

release can only go one way—straight

back, with no sideways motion. When

coming to a static, locked anchor, the

tendency is to relax the back tension

and employ more shoulder and upper

arm muscles. This, in turn, will cause

your draw to collapse and your arrow

will creep forward. Then, when you

release the string it will have a tenden-

cy to pluck like a guitar string, which

prevents the string from dropping in a

straight line toward your aiming spot.

    Another problem I have with a static,

locked anchor is that one tends to sec-

ond-guess your brain by raising or low-

ering your bow arm at full draw.

Additionally, you can be distracted by

letting the broadhead enter your sight

picture, diverting your eyes from that

all-important aiming spot. During that

“dead time” of coming to full draw, lock-

ing in, and actually releasing the string,

all types of shooting problems can arise.

Not that snap-shooting doesn’t have its

own potential problems, the biggest

being the tendency to short draw. Do not

be tempted to push your head forward

during the drawing process, and do not

turn your head into the string during

the draw. Both of these errors will allow

you to touch somewhere on your face

(usually your lips), and you will release

the string prematurely. There should be

no stress in your neck muscles when

coming to full draw. It will help if you

turn your head slightly to the left (for

right-handed shooters) while keeping

your eye in line with the string.

    There is one more key to this shooting

method. While conducting any type of

hand-eye coordination, one can only

have one conscious thought at a time.

With your eyes locked on to that aiming

spot while you begin to draw the string,

make that thought be the following: I

WILL NOT allow my bow arm to move

following release! This one thought is so

important. To drive this point home,

shoot some arrows at a target that neces-

sitates shooting through a narrow gap

between two tree trunks at least ten

yards in front of you. Concentrate only

on hitting the target, not on keeping

your bow arm motionless. I will bet that

at least half your shots will ricochet off of

one of the tree trunks. Then try the same

shot, concentrating only on keeping your

bow arm absolutely steady after release.

You will be amazed how your arrows slip

through this gap without touching the

trees. In my opinion, movement of the

bow arm following release is the biggest

contributor to bad arrow flight.

    I can honestly say that instinctive

aiming and snap-shooting as described

have dramatically increased my ratio of

kills to shots taken. I only make these

suggestions for those considering a

change in style that might improve

their bowhunting successes. Remember

that when you change a shooting style,

it will feel awkward at first. Sport psy-

chologists will tell you that any

hand/eye-coordinated action will

require forty hours of repetition before

it becomes a subconscious habit, so it’s

best to wait until off-season to try some-

thing different. What have I learned in

the sixty-three years between picking

up that hickory longbow and today? I

learned that I have come a full circle,

since that was exactly how I shot at

that haystack next to the dairy barn. I

think there is a lesson there.

    Dennis and his wife Cathy now live

in South Africa where he is a licensed

professional hunter, conducting hunt-

ing, photographic, and golfing safaris.

His e-mail: safariden@aol.com.
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Woodsmanship

WW
oodsmanship. What does it

mean? My spell check says

it isn’t even a word. I guess

that might be a sign of the times, for the

skills it represents sure are lacking

among many these days. Woodcraft,

woodlore—are such words relevant in

our technologically advanced age?

    I keep forgetting times have

changed, so when I ran into a young

hunter who was getting prepared for

the “apocalypse” I was dumbfounded.

He was excited to show me his survival

kit, or “Bugout Bag” as it’s now called.

He began with the extra batteries for

his cell phone and a small solar charger

to keep it all running. There was noth-

ing else particularly useful in the kit. I

guess he planned to just order on line

anything he needed. I would have con-

sidered this an anomaly until I noticed

some of the new magazines on survival

at a bookstore.

    I encountered the same thing watch-

ing bush planes load and unload

hunters this fall in Alaska. The amount

of gear and technology hunters carry

these days is amazing. A twenty-five

pound battery charger? Sadly, what’s

missing is woodsmanship.

    My definition is: “Knowledge of the

environment in the area you are in to

the extent you can use that knowledge

to get by.” What “getting by” entails

depends on your comfort level. For most

people that comfort level is pretty high

these days, considering all of the bat-

tery chargers, heavy cots, huge tents,

massive stoves, and coolers the disgust-

ed bush pilots loaded and hunters paid

extra flights for. Want to be a better

hunter? Work on your woodsmanship,

not gadgets to replace it.

    Krista and I were moose hunting

this past fall and camped on one of the

few spots that allowed access by plane

to a floatable river. We left to stay a

month. We carried 150 pounds of gear

and food for the two of us. I was embar-

rassed by the weight, but it was my

plane and I carried my cast iron skillet.

Two other groups landed, and each

hunter had a load of personal gear

alone that doubled our total. They were

going for a week or ten days.

    We didn’t have a battery charger. We

also didn’t carry tea. Why would we

when there was Labrador tea, rose hip,

cranberry tea, spruce tea, and blueber-

ry leaf tea growing all over camp? We

also didn’t carry syrup for our daily

pancakes. We did carry sugar and knew

the bountiful high bush cranberry year

would provide the rest after a stint over

the campfire. Oh yeah—fire. It was

quite rainy, but we cooked almost every

meal over the fire and ate a lot of grouse

and grayling. 

    One of the other groups must have

brought three-dozen fuel canisters, for

they had one constantly crammed

under big, green, wet wood to try to get

a fire going. Krista showed them that

the plentiful, thin, easy to peel outer

birch bark burned hot whether it was

wet or dry. They never tried it. I bur-

rowed into my sleeping bag every morn-

ing while Krista hopped up and pulled

the tarp back from our pile of dry

spruce limbs. She started with a small

hot fire of dry twigs and birch bark, and

by the time I got up the coffee pot was

perking away and she was off glassing

for game.

    It is almost as if modern hunters

have been brain-washed into believing

they have to buy everything and are

embarrassed that some things are free.

Learn the basics.

    In my opinion, any 12-year-old kid on

this continent 500 years ago was

smarter than most professors at our

modern universities, for they could live

on planet Earth without a life support

system. They even seemed to have time

to play and enjoy life based on all the

gaming stones I have seen at archeolog-

ical sites. 

    Start the trail back to true self-

reliance. Pick one skill a year. Master

fire building when it’s wet outside. Then

master friction fire building and con-

structing fire bundles for days when

Satan himself couldn’t get a fire going.

Make cordage from common plants and

learn which plants provide it, as well as

from sinew, gut, and rawhide. Master

stone working—not fancy display

blades, but simple tools from stone.

Learn to recognize workable stone, and

the skill of working skins—both

rawhide and brain-tanned—plus sinew

sewing. Master these basic skills and

you will have started to catch up with

that 12-year-old. A Bic lighter, a Case

folding knife, and ball of twine will

seem like luxury items. Learn to read

the lay of the land and use natural nav-

igation skills to stay orientated. Every

hunter used to possess these simple

skills. Basic fire building is a good start.

    There are many good books on these

subjects. Read them. Take pride in your

skills. Technology can let you down

when you need it most. Knowledge

won’t.

    Sterling Holbrook now makes his

home in Fairbanks, Alaska, with his

wife, Krista.
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